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Among Contributors
Hank Weekley, '41, went to China in
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1947 as instructor in histo ry and physical
educati on for the American School at

Illinois Sta te Normal University

Shanghai. After leaving ISNU, he had
served in the Army, secu red a master's
degree at the University of Pennsylvania,
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Week ley has held a number of government appointments in China the last year
and a half and now is chief of the division of reports and statistics wirh the·
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Economics Club. She tau_ght home economics in the Watseka Community High
School after leaving Normal and then
joined her husband in Connecticut, where
he was stationed with the Air Force. They
now have their own home in Steger,
built by Warren (1938•42) and Larry Bux•
ton, ·37_ Jimmy, Davy, and Ricky are the
names of the three small McKittricks. ...
Dr. Hermann Schnell teaches hist◊ry and
philosophy of education in Vienna. He
came tO the United States this year to
study on invitation Qf the American Ass0•
ciation of Colleges for Teacher Education. He studied in T exas during the
fo ll and now is at Wayne University in
Detroit, Mich., but spent some time at
ISNU in early fall as well as before going
to Detroit.
. . Dr. l~rancis B. BeJshe
joined the ISNU education department
last July, coming to Normal from the
Teachers College of Connecticut at New
Britain. He also taught previously at a
junior high school, junior college, grammar school, and Yale University, where
he did his graduate work. His undergraduate degrees were obtained at the
Southwest .Missouri State College.
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The Editor Says
There is no comment from the alumni
editor this month other than a request
that every Quarterly reader study carefully
the pictures and captions include with
them under "Your Alma Mater Needs
Buildings." Then tell members of the
legislature about ISN U building needs.

COVER PICTURE: Governor Ad Ia; E.
Stevenson makes some "off-the-cuff" remarks at the Founders' Day dinner in

Fell Hall February 10. From the left,
facing the camera, are Mrs. H. L. Stiegelmeier, McLean County ISNU Club president; Alumni Secretary T. Hawley Tap•
ping of the University of Michigan ; Toastmaster Joseph .M. Bunting; Presiden t
Fairchild ; State Director of .Finance
George W. Mitchell, and Ben S. Rhodes,
member of the legislature.

WORK ON THE ISNU ADMIN ISTRATION BUILDING proceeds in spite
of rain and snow. The current legislature will be asked to appropriate a half
million dollars for the completion and furnishing of d1is building.

bl'aut)'. :i\fada Weekley
ISNU Al UMNUS-AlITHOR, Hank Weekley, poses w ith his w ife and friends in Soochow. a city of rare
and two
s1ands to the Left in front of her husband while to the right are their Chinese oc-achcr-friend, who acts as interpreter,
pcopJe.
"'curious"
several
are
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auchor
the
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the
Jn
School.
America.n
Shanghai
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tl'achcrs from

China IS IT
By Hank Weekley
almost two years ago when my Partner think every mountain in China must have an ancient
(Mrs. Weekley, that is) and I were tediously inching temple perched on top.)
Anyway, I was just beginning to become interested in
our way in a small sampan down one of the many crowded
traffic engineering when a huge junk right out of the Ming
canals in the inland city of Wusih.
around a corner and almost rammed us into
At that t;me we were trying desperately to untangle Dynasty
seated most
ourselves from the maze of boats of all sizes and descrip- , company ,vith our honorable ancestors. Once
again to the
tions (not to mention smells) , and to ge~ out of the city uncomfprtably in another sampan, and off
that this incident had
onto Sunset Lake. Our Chinese boatmen seemed to be lake, my Partner acidly remarked
been asked to subhad
I
that
me
remind
to
her
reminded
inforof
bits
exchanging
time,
good
a
having a whale of
A/11m11i
mation with other boatmen, who were all trying to edge mit an article on my China experiences to the ISNU
to
near ou r sampan in order to stare at us. But the novelty of Q111merly. I promised to start as soon as we returned
that it has taken almost two
starin~• back and exchanging grins finally wore off, as we Shanghai, and I did. The fact
as a sin of
had made up our minds to cross the lake, climb the mountain years to 6n;sh, should not be taken entirely
out the saying
on the opposite shore, and visit the T aoist Temple. (I procrastination. Rather, it only goes to bear
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among foreign Chinalanders that ''if one intends to wri te

anything significant on China it must be accomplished
within the first three weeks in the country."

China Is Big

history, and geography. Each student learns to manipulate
the abacus-the wonder mathematical instrument of the
ages. The Chinese are born business men- pwbably because there is not much else to do or be in China- and
the abacus is made to order for them. They are extremely

The fu ll meaning of this saying can only be realized

clever in arn ving at immediate answers to complicated

after one has lived in this ancient land for some time. The

mathematical problems, and they are uncanny in their
ability at figu ring percentages in their m;nds at the mere
drop of a number.
Even with the lack of schooling, it is amazing how
many coolies can read and write some Chinese; and it is
astounding the great interest the city-dwellers take in the
"economics" of the country. Almost anyone from the ricksha coolie to the educated banker can tell you what percent
the blackmarket dollar , dron'led during the last tw9 hours,
or the percentage of int(ease of the Cost of Living Index
over that of a month ago.
. } ·· The main trouble in China is that there are too many
p,eople. When we first arri ved, we had a hard time getting
tised to seeing 20 people getting in each other's way doing
a particular job, when two could have done it very nicely.
Like most foreigners we used to say "What inefficiency!"

first few days' brush against oriental life is almost overwhelming for most \Xfesterners, some never recover; but

it is nothing compared to the helpless feeling that comes
with later months and years in trying to dcc'pher the ways·
of-China. My boss, Roger Lapham, chief of rhe ECA
Mission to China, and former non-partisan mayor of San
Francisco, made this classic statement to reporters when hd

landed on the West Coast a few months ago: "During niy
few months' stay in China I have learned this: that Ghina
is a big country, and· it's a long, long way off."
These are really about the only tangibles one can find
out here. Anything else one says probably will be wrong.
So, you see, I have spent two years trying to figure out
what I could possibly write that would be worth reprintin,Q
in the Quarterly. Now, that war is upon us in the form of
thousands of Chinese troops; seemingly millions of war
refugees, begl)ars, and wounded soldiers drifting in from

Now, we know that if those 18 extra people were not

standards. Her teeming masses are an illiterate, worldly;nnocent segment of humanity. There are millions of poor

getting in the way, they would be starving outright. This
way, all 20 get a little rice to eat.
When you walk into a shop expecting to find one
clerk behind the counter you probably will find 10, ranging
from an 8-year-old to the old man who does nothing but
smoke his Chinese pipe and give advice. And each person
will have a task to do, even if it is only cutting the piece
of string that another man wraps around your package.

d1ildren; but there are few schools, fewer teachers, and
an almost complete lack of buildings and equipment. 11,e
teachers I have met seem to be of noble and philosophic
,tatu re. They must endure great hardship in order to stick
to their profession. Their pay is in rice, and it is barely

in your hands. In a bus that looks something like the ones
in Normal-Bloomington, and no bi,Qger, the Chinese pack
100 people. You don't pay your fare at the door when
you enter or leave. Oh no ! That would be too simple!

cnou_gh to keep their families from starving.

[nside, roving around through this mass of human-sardincs1

There are only two classes of schools in this once
great world seat of education: schools for the poor, and
schools for the rich. In fact, there are only two classes of
people here: the poor and the rich. The rich send their
off-spring to expensive private schools (foreign ones if
possible). A few of the poor get their children into

you will find two conductors collecting fares. Anything
goes for the sake of employment, even a few broken ribs.
Just today I was riding an elevator to the eighth Aoor
of the Bank of China building. I noticed a sign which
read " Loading Capacity: 15 persons only." I counted 31
as brother passengers and began to wish my business had
taken me elsewhere. My first impulse was to give the
operator a lecture on safety rules. . . T hen I looked into
his t•red, pale, expressionless face and read thereon: " Re-

the near-by front lines; military law includ!ng an l t:00

p.m. curfew; and the knowledge that the Red forces are
now within easy striking distance of Shan,Qhai- 1 decided
that the time to put down a few notes on China is here.

Educational-wise, China cannot be jud1sed by Western

government-owned institutions.

The school-day usually begins around 8:00 a.m. and
lasts until 5 :00 or 6 :00 in the evening . The reasons for
such a long day' Fifty to 150 children in one room, and
a shortage of teachers. T he teacher takes them iQ groups,
and those not having the attention of an instructor study.
The main courses are arithmetic, written Chinese. physics,

To ride on a tram o r a motor bus is taking your life

lax, Yankee1 who can do anything about 400 million over-

Aowing souls?" And he's right, what can you do' They
·ovcrAow into anything left open-even churches and
temples.

'Things are pretty tough out here now, as you know,' this
author explains when air-mailing this article to the alumni office in
late January. ( All dependents had been evacuated.) His stay in
China dates back to the summer of '47. The vastness and multitudes
of people in China, Hank tells us, keep one from drawing -any
hurried conclusions about the country. In spice of the evident poverty among chem, ic is apparent that the Chinese have -a 'delighcful
sense of humor' which promises to ·aid chem.
FEORUJ,RY,
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We are lucky in having had since our first few weeks
in China the friendship of a Chinese school teacher from
Peiping. T he three of us have spent many wonderful hours
and days together, traveling leisurely about the coun_try.
We especially enjoy going back t-0 p laces where the natives
seldom see white people-especially small, blonde ladies.
The people are spell-bound with us; but they are always
extremely friendly, timid, curious, and helpful. And whereever one goes, the crowd follows.
In one village, I counted more than I 00 people following us as we walked along a street. In another town,

not too far from Communist lines, we were approached by
a member of the police department. T his man was highly
suspicious of us and could not believe we came to such a

ATIIRED LIKE SANTA CLAUS the day before Christmas,
Hank finds the Chinese in Shanghai believe he is trying lo look
like Confucius. TI1is crowd, he ca.Jls, a pan of "the neverending stream of humanity found on any sttreet."

Multitudes of People
It is my opinion that China can only be understood in
terms of people. Their preponderance in number enters
them automatically into any, and every, problem that exists.
As we see it from out here, writers in the States frequently
fail to catch the real feeli ng in regard to China's problems
and thereby mislead the gullible American public, simply
because they have never been swept along by the endless,
streaming, pulsating, toiling, illiterate, ill-clothed, and
half-starveJ multitudes. Until this has been their experience, they should, for the sake of inte rnational understand-

ing, not attempt to set themselves up as experts on Eastern
problems. Textbook learning and the press will not supply
you with all the answers.
If you are tired of your fellow-man and want to slip
away from it all for a while, stay away from China. There
is no escape here. A pre-requisite for a quick adjustment
and a happy life in the Orient depends upon whether or not
one is genuinely interested in people as such. The plague
of the Orient is the Westerner who comes out here minus
these features, but who hangs on for the sake of material
gain. Unfortunately, it can he conservatively estimated
that at least 50 percent of the Americans out here do not
like the Chinese or China and do not enjoy living here.
As a result, they insult and antagonize the Chinese and
other non-American people, and lower the prestige of our
country. Unfortunately, the damage is not done to the
individual American who acts unlike an American; it is
done to our country. T he people out here base their opinions of a country on the people they meet from that country
- most of them have no other way to judge.
President T ruman remarked some months ago, "Every

American abroad is an Ambassador of Good-Will." I believe he should have said that our position in international
affairs would be substantially increased if every American

abroad were an Ambassador of Good-Will.
Life itself in China is a pleasant affair. The countryside is refreshingly peaceful. The farms are small and wellkept. Not one inch of space is wasted.

4

place for just "sight-seeing" purposes. He checked our
passports, all of our identification, even my diplomatic immunity pass, and asked us, through ·our friend, a g reat
many questions. T he policeman had stopped us exactly. in
the middle of a small bridge spanning a canal that was alive
with moving sampans. Over this bridge passed traffic in
and out of the village.
After about thirty minutes, I became bored with the
discussion and began to count the crowd . My estimate
included about 400 shoving, gaping, curious natives, and
over 50 rickshas, carts, and wagons, lined-up on either side
of the bridge- not to mention the sampans that were
clogged up in the canal below with the occupants all trying
to see the "white foreigners." (Time is no object with the
Chinese-they are seldom in a hurry. "Why hurry? You
miss so much on the way," they say. And, you know, I'm

convinced they are right.)
O nce our interrogator was sure that we were not Red

a~ents, he, in typical and delightful oriental style, apolo•
gized profusely and bowed with every other word. As he
tal ked and bowed, he moved backwa rds from the center of
the bridge, with the crowd opening up to allow him an exit.

Hope for Them
On our little trips, my Partner and I would ask hun•
dreds of questions through our friend about everything
from Chinese family life and farming problems, to politics.
After breaking down first reactions of timidity and sometimes fear, it has been amazing to find how freely and
seriously these people will talk. They have a most unusual
sense of humor, and love to laugh. It is interesting, too,
how these people can apparently enjoy life so much. and yet
be so poor. It is far beyond my scope to even begin to
describe how utterly poor they are. Even after seeing so
much poverty, I still can't believe it's true. But as long as
the Chinese hang on to their delightful sense of humor,
and their laughing and smiling "know-how," there is
plenty of hope left for them.
I fully realize that our present-day educational curriculum seems packed to the exploding point; and it also
may be true that I am prejudiced. But I regret that _my
schools did not acquaint me with ,the rich culture, the importance, and the beauty that is China's. Can't we squeeze
a bit about China in some place in our schoo\s ? '.'t lea~t
teachers could make it a point to use the subject in their
current event sessions.

But, anyway, my Partner and I have reached the following conclusion: if, in our limited .travels about this
wonderful world of ours, we have ever seen one place we

especially like more than other places-CHINA IS IT!
THE ALUMNI Q UARTERLY

~Prof' Goes to Del( alb
By Russell Steele

faculty member or alumnus to
T join the ranks of JSNU
college presidents developed here is
HE MOST RECENT

Dr. Leslie A. Holmes- teacher, business man, and admin•
istrator. Administrative assistant to Preside nt fai rchild

since 1944, he was selected by the Teachers College Board
in December for the position of president at the Northern
Illinois State Teachers College at DeK alb, left vacant by
the death of President Karl L. Adams.
1
Faculty members and others in Normal took this new
appointment in stride, recalling names of others from the
University who have been or a,e college p residents. Many
leaders in Bloomington-Normal expressed the common

opinion that the Tead,ers College Board made a wise
selection.
D r. and M rs. Holmes left Normal at the dose of the
first semester for DeKalb, where he assumed the duties of
his new office on Feb ruary l. Dick, their 17-year-old son,
remained in Normal .to finish his senior year in University
High School. Their present family residence i.s the Adams
home in DeK alb, opened to them graciously by Mrs.
Adams, who will spend some time in the South. The move

takes Dr. and Mrs. Holmes nearer their home community
of Freeport, where both were graduated from high school.
Upon leaving high school, Dr. Holmes enrolled at
the University of Illinois instead of .taking the short roote
to Wisconsin- Freeport is only 60 miles from Madison,
and Wisconsin has always drawn many students from

Northern Illinois. His interest in the extra.curricular program today apparently did not start with h is college experiences, since he worked for half of his college expenses
while doing work for both B.S. and M.S. degrees in geology. Part of his first year's work on a Ph.D. degree was
spent in travel through the West on a fellowship awarded
by the American Petroleum Institute. This amounted to
SL,600- a sizeable sum at that time.
With his college training in geology balanced between
preparation for teaching and a business career, the first
position D r. Holmes accepted was in the district geologist
office of the Skelly Oil Company at San Angelo, Tex.
After six months in this position, his training and experience in geology and his administrative ability won him a
promotion to a position of company geologist in charge of
a division cove(ing two states. It was during the follow ing

two years that Dr. H olmes gained what he terms "bedrock"
business experience, later to prove valuable in his work as
a school administrator. His division was made up of 50

men working in the highly competitive business of searching for new oil deposits.

First Teaching Job
H is first teaching job was at the Argo Community
High School. He signed his contract at the suburban Chicago school in 1931. During his first yea, at Argo, he

" PROF"-AS THE GEOGRAPHY TIUPPERS CALL HIM-makes a speed, at the farewell d;nner' in his honor given by the
Normal Chamber of Commerce. Back of Dr. Holmes is the toastmaster of the evening, Richard F. Dunn. To the right is the new
NISTC president with his wile and son. l11ey arc looking at son Dick's coin collection.
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commuted to Chicago's loop th ree nights a week to teach
junior college work at the John Marshall Law School. The
following four years at Argo found hi m also on the night
staff of Dodd-Harris Junior College in the loop. Here
he started as an instrnctor and later was appointed to his
first administrative position as dean of men in the night
school division.
His fi rst contact with ISNU came in 1935, when he
was employed for the summer only to teach geography whi le
D r. H. 0. Lathrop directed the geography field trip. He
came again on a summer appointment in 1936, then was·

named to a full-time position. H e remained on the campus
after that. In 1944 he was appointed admi nistrative assistant to President Fairchild and then taught jn ,the geography department on a part-time basis only.
He obtained a Ph.D. degree without taking a leave
of absence to complete his work. One year of study toward
his doctorate was finished befo re leaving the U rbana campus, and the remaining requirements were met by evening
and Saturday study while here at JSNU.
Dr. Holmes looks back to his change from teaching to
business as a desirable one, pointing out that he enjoys
following the growth of students from the time they enroll
as freshmen until they graduate. H is past four years spent
as an aid to President Fairchild have contained much practical administrative experience and given him a good background for his new'responsibility.

Predicts Growth for N orthern
A real future is predicted for Northern by its new
president. After praising the work that President Adams
did in building the educational foundation of the college,
Dr. Holmes explains that DeKalb was established as a
tead,ers college and that his plan calls for its continued
operation on that basis. He points out that Northern is
located in an area of g reat population and industrialization
and predicts that the enrollment will g row steadily until

Founded as a teachers college,
NISTC will continue to function ·as
such if its new president, Dr. Leslie
A. Holmes, has his way. The chief
executive at D eKalb, who until
lately was a geography teacher and
·administrator at ISNU, foresees ·a
continued growth for Northern. He
predicts an enrollment of 2,500 for
this college, which lies in a center of
industrialization.

some 2,500 students are on the campus. He believes firmly
in a democratic form of administration and Points out that
such a system is already operating at Northern in the fo rm
of elective administrative committees. Dr. H olmes approves
of this p lan and intends to keep the system intact.
Although there seems to be no evidence of parental
pressure being applied to son Richard to attend Northern,
11 is a good bet .that he will be successful in any college
or university he decides upon. Dick became a member of
the National Honor Society as a junior in U High. Mrs.
Holmes, an alumna of NlST C, is well known in Bloomington-Normal for her work in drnrch, civic, and social
organizations. She has been a Community Chest captain for
several yea rs and has taken an active part in the Bloomington Woman's Club and the ISNU Faculty Women's Club.
'fhe local sentiment is that she will make an excellent
president's wife.
.
Northem's gain is a loss to the Bloomington K iwanians,
who recently selected Dr. H olmes as program committee
chairman for the coming year. He was also a member of the
board of di rectors of the Normal Chamber of Commerce as
well as a steward ol .the Normal Methodist Church. H e is
a Mason and was active in .the College Alumni Club here.
A question about recreational activities brings out
his interest in hunting, fishing, travel, and watching athletic
contests. Yosemite National Park, a stopping place for each
of the Western field trips, is one of his favorite scenic
locations. As many other school administrators, he doesn't
have the chance to get away for trips he would like to make.
W eekend driving and attending college sports events have
recently been h is most popular form of relaxation.

Holmes Popular with Alumni
Directing the geography Jield .trip was the responsibility of Dr. H olmes for live summers. Prof. A. W.
Watterson, the p resent director of the field course, was a
student teacher and then a camp assistant for Dr. H olmes
during the fi rst of these trips in 1937. Dr. Holmes is
known by scores of ISNU alumni for his .taking and showing of geography field trip movies. He has narrated these
and the "Across the Campus" film at many alumni club
meetings over the state.
When on the DeKalb campus a short time after 111s
December appointment, Dr. H olmes admitted to a reporter
for the Northem J/linois, campus weekly newspaper, that
he had previously been interested in Northern. H e d isclosed that his first interest came when he was playing high
school football and the Freeport team played at DeKalb
High School. A more permanent interest followed in an
acquaintance with a young lady, now Mrs. H olmes, who
was attending Northern. They were married in Wichita,
Kans., during the time he was working for the Skelly Oil
Company.
The new Northern president car ries his 46 years lightly,
but friends on the ISNU facu lty and throughout this community have little doubt but that he has the experience and
abi lity to g ive the DeKalb school a form of leadership that
will keep it strong in all the areas in which a college offers
service. President Fairchild expressed this feeling very well
recently at the Normal Chamber of Commerce dinner honoring Dr. Holmes when he said, "JSNU regrets the loss
ol an excellent faculty member, a very cooperative worker,
a person who

by nature is an administrator, a person who

has learned the great field of public relations."
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l'l"S BEDTIME in che M'"Kittrick home, an<l ,his ISNU alumnaau1hor entertains her three budding football playe.rs. "We found
a baby-sitter," she sa)'S in explanation of 1he pi<."tUrc to the right.
Her husband, Wa.rrcn, attended ISNU during 1938-42.

MOTHERS Are Teachers, Too
By Marie McKee McKittrick
ago this June, I left the teaching profession
S after serving
a year as home economics instructor at the
IX YEARS

Watseka Community High School. I was ready to embark
on a new career- homemaking. No doubt, there were the
usual tongue-waggers, with pointed remarks such as "another college education wasted," "she only taught a year,"
and "a waste of time and money." Never-the-less, I packed
my bags and left to join my husband in Windsor Locks
Conn., where he was stationed with the First Air Force.
I knew that I would use all of my homemaking training in
caring for our home, and I did plan to have several little
girls of my own to teach. Of course, at present, the th ree
little McKittricks happen to be budding football players
instead of prospective home ec majors.
I realize that having been trained to teach homemaking,
FEBRUARY, 1949

I have a decided advantage over those who have majored
in other fields and then turned to the career of homemaking.
The knowledge I had gained from courses such as meal
planning, home management, sewing, home decoration.
child care and development, and others became invaluable
in helping me be a better homemaker and mother. And
when, for various reasons, I am unable to do thiurs a.; they
should be done, I am comforted by the fact that I Jo know
better. There are many times when I wish I liaJ had more
training. For instance, we moved into our first little apartment in Connecticut on a cold February afternoon. And,
Miss Buell hadn't taught me how to build a fire in a coal
cook stove with hard coal and very little kindling wood 1
It was nine o'clock before I had a fire hot enough to make
coffee, much less prepare supper. As time went by, tho
7

stove and I got to know each other well enough to tt,rn out
an occasional pie or two; but there were plenty of days
when I would have traded it, plus anything else she rni,ght
have asked, for the cook stove in Betty McDonald's Egg
a11d I.
But, I'm a little ahead of my story. Our first home
turned out to be nothing more than a back bedroom w;th
kitchen privileges, and I soon began to look aroun,I [M
something to occupy my time. Besides that, the tead,er
shortage was beginning to weigh a bit heavily on my ( .Or.science. I didn't feel that I could take a full time position
because I never knew f ram one day to the next when Uncle
Sam would decide to use my husband's talents elsewhere.
Instead, I applied for substitute teaching and was offered
a position as part-time instructor in the New Britain Trade
School. There I taught foods am! dietetics to girls who were
taking a course in practical nursing.
I taught until the first little McKittrick- James Lee
by name- put in his appearance. T went home from the
hospital smug and happy in the thought that I knew all
there was to know about babies- nothing to it I After all.
I had had courses in chi ld care and development. It wasn't
long, though, until I learned that Jimmy hadn't read any of
the books I had. It was then I realized how valuable my
teacher training and experience would be in my new role as
a mother. T o date I have used every psychological and
educational theory and practice that I was ever exposed to
at ISNU, plus a few that only a mother in desperation could
devise.
On ly those who have cared for a tiny baby can realize
how utterly hel pless and dependent they are. There are
millions of things that they must be taught. I had been
trained to teach high school students, but it wasn't long
before I found that the same fundamental principles of
leaching could be applied to tiny children as well. Teaching
began with helping them to develop i,ood habits of eating,
sleeping, and playing, then on to walking, talking, and help•
ing to take care of themselves. (I recently was involved in
teaching Jimmy the complex skill of tying his own shoe
laces. If you think this doesn't tax your ability to teach,
just try it). Even more difficult than teaching them to
develop these necessary tools for living, has been the task
of developing in them a feeling of responsibility for their
own property, a feeling of respect for the property of others,
and a willingness to share, as well as other traits which
make family life more harmonious. I'll admit that there
have been a few days when I would gladly have traded
the teaching 0£ our three little thugs for three classes of
any size.
Jimmy seemed to be developing into a fairly normal
child, and was doing approximately the same things the
children his a}?.e were doing. Of course, it worried me just
a little when his fi rst tooth didn't show up until he was
11 months old, especially when I had started looking for
it at three months. But I kept telling myself that Miss
Conkey had taught me that no two children develop at the
same rate of speed, and besides I heard rumors ( probably
started by mothers of children who were slow in cutting
their teeth) that the longer it took teeth to come through,
the better they would be. So, T thought when the other
two little McKittricks put in their appearance it would be
smooth sailing. But, they weren't either one a bit like
J immy had been.
I had learned about individual differences and methods
8

of coping with them. But I wasn't 9uite prepared for so
ma ny differences in my own family. Surely three little
boys with the same parents would be similar in some
respects, but not ours! All three are as different as night
and day; what interests one doesn't interest the other, what
works on one has no effect on the other, what one likes the
others don't. I have found time after time that my lessons
in education are as valuable to me as a mother as they
would be if I were still officially a member of the teaching
profession.
In addition to the satisfaction 1 derive in using my
education to such full advantage, it has been interesting
to discover by my own experience that the things I was
taught in college are true of my own children. I don't
remember just how deeply impressed I was when I first
learned that children pass through a number of phases such
as the ''know-it-all" stage, which Jimmy is now in, or the
"me first" stage which Davy is in, or the "do it mine self"
stage that Ricky is in. M)' feelings now are a mixture of
gratitude in the knowledge that each phase is only tempo•
rary and horror in the realization that the next phase will
probably be worse I Sometimes I make such a discovery quite
by accident. \Xlhen Jimmy wanted to learn to count, we
confined our efforts to him, thinking that the other boys
were too )'Oung. \Xlhen two-year-old Ricky counted up to
six a few days later, I was reimpressed with the fact that
children do learn by imitation and repetition.
There is still another reason why I am g lad I have a
background of teacher-training and experience in teaching.
Since I will soon have th ree children of my own in school,
my interest in school problems has tripled. I hope that by
being better able to understand some of the problems which
the school board and faculty encounter, I may be able to
help improve our schools. I also hope to send my r hildren
to school more respectful of their teachers and a little more
cooperative than some of the youngsters I have tried to
teach.

Use Education More and More
There are probabl y still some people who think that a
college education is a waste of time and money for those
of us in the career of homemaking. However, I expect to
use mr education more and more in the years to comenot only here at home with my family, but also as the boys
grow older and I have more free time, in 4-H clubs, PTA
projects, or other work in the community. It is g ratifying,
too, to know that my training and experience in teachin/?,
have given me a profession that I· can fall back on if
necessary. I n fact, during the past few months I have
substituted several times and have truly enjoyed t he opportunity to teach school again.
But, l have no desire to return to full-time teaching.
I know the thrill which comes to teachers as they watch
their pupils develop-it is much more rewarding to watch
your own children grow and develop under your care and
gt1idance. · I am more than happy and satisfied with my
career as a homemaker and mother. We have our own
home which Warren and Larry Buxton, Class of '37, a
brother-in-law, built in their spare time. We are very proud
of it and our boys- but that is another story.
I wot1ld be the first to recognize the fact that there are
many excellent homemakers and mothers who have never
been to colle~e; howeve r, hardly -' day goes by that I am
not grateft1l for t he opportunity I had to go to college, and
particularly happy that I chose to attend a teachers college.
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This author-teacher from Vienna
is one of nine German and Austrian
educators soudying and observing
teacher education in the United
States at the invitation of the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Educatio n.
DR. SCHNELL (right) drops in at the JSNU Student Lounge.

SOCIAL Activities 1n Teacher Education
By Herma nn Schnell
becomes more and more an integral
T part or the community
life. Therefore teacher eduHE MOOER.N SCHOOL

cation has to meet the needs arising from the daily school
life. It is evident that courses in sociology and social studies
cover only the intellectual aspect of the problem. A well

prepa red social activity program creates the situation in
which the prospective teacher gets a first-hand and inside
experience of group life and intergroup relations. Social

activities provide a deep understanding for human relationship. Effective teacher education has to emphasize the importance of a rich and balanced social activity program for
the prospective teacher, and there is no doubt that in
American teacher education the social activities are very
strongly developed.
I am very pleased to have had the opportunity to observe many programs of different colleges and to take part
especially in the social activities of Southwest Texas State
Teachers College in San Marcos, Tex. At this college I
realized the fact that a social activity program should not
be limited to the term of ··cxtracurricula activities." The
social life of the prospective teacher and his relations to
other people in discussion grou ps, clubs, and sport teams
are essential for the development of the whole personality.
In this connection I remember the fine homecoming of
Southwest Texas State Tcad1ers College. The event gives
an in_teresting example of the way a college builds a social
activity program in close connection with the curriculum in
general and professional education. Homecoming provides
a chance for the student body to get in touch with former
students who have experienced the difficulties of professional life. In clubs and at informal picnics the students
talk about mutual problems with their olde r friends. The
speech department prepares a good play and the music department arranges a choir and concert performance. Natu·
ra lly the traditional football game with the preceding pep
rally forms the high point of homecoming.
Besides homecoming there are many possibilities for a
college to create an extensive social activity program. The•
atre performances for the town, a music clinic in connection
with high school students of the vicinity, choir contests,
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athlet;c games- all these require long-range planning. This
program provides an opportunity for preparing the prospective teacher for leadership and comradeship. At the
same time the program serves the needs of all students in
social, religious 1 cultural, and recreational life. Jn the social
activities on the campus the community living of staff and
student body is put into effect.
During my stay in the United States 1 was asked sometimes why the social activities in European teacher education
are neglected. My answer always was that we have a social
activity program too. The Austrian state teachers colleges,
for example, provide self-government of the student body,
choir contests, skiing contests, athletic games, theatre performances, school papers, and discussion groups. But there
is a great difference. In European teacher education the
social activity program is in comparison with American
school life too small and too limited. It does not form an
integral part of the whole plan of teacher education. The
reasons and causes for this fact are very complex and inter•
dependent, but above all it is necessary to mention the
diflicult economic situation in Europe.
In many European countries we cannot provide housing
faci lities and the necessary school equipment for our youth.
The fi rst and basic need in rebuilding European education
is in providing roofs for schools, glass for windows, heat,
textbooks, pape r, and penci Is. As long as we do not have
enough basic equipment we cannot establish an extensive
social activity program as an integral part of teacher education.
It is a matter of fact that a modern activity program requires large fi nancial support. Comfortable clubrooms and
dining-rooms, well-equipped auditoriums and gymnasiums,
stadiums and swimrning pools are essentially needed. On
my visits in many colleges in the United States I was always
surprised at the building facilities and the abundant equipment. I was told about the intention to decrease the costs
f.or participation in the social activities for the individual
student, and l realize the importance of this. The social
activity prog ram is for all students and meets the needs of
both the students and the community.
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NEW PHILOSOPHY OV EDUCATION TEACHER at ISNU, D r. Bclshe, meets with a group of University seniors.

Philosophy of Education
For Academic Long-Hairs or Modern Teachers?
By Francis B. Belshe

believe that t he study of philosophy as
SOMEpartLAYMEN
of a modern teacher-preparation program is as
out of place as the horse and buggy on a super highway.
The reasons for such a conviction are not difficult to locate.
Above all, the e mphasis o n science in present day Ame riCl
has been a potent factor in shaping this popular opinion.
Consider for a moment the impact of science on each
of us who even casually thumbs through a magazine, listens
to the rad io, o r reads the daily newspaper. T hese three
media of mass education, themselves the products of an age
of science, repeatedly call to our attention new developments
from that magic world of laboratories and testing g rounds.
So effective has been this publicity that we have come
to look upon a thing as being good only if it is scientific.
And advertisements are making the most of our allegiance
to science. Are the tires on your automobile scie111if,cally
designed to grip the streets' Is t he re srientifi, proof that
your cigarette is easy on your throat? W as t he coffee you
used t his morning scie111ifirall)· packed and roasted>
10

Philosophy, the original source from which the sciences
have risen, does not begrudge the fame of her illustrious
offspring. Indeed philosophy has frequently given way to
science when the latte r has established reasonable proof in
place of speculation. for example, in questioning the
geocentric nature of the universe, Copernicus b rought about
a revolution in philosophy and religio n as well as in the
science of astronomy. Also the N ewtonian concept of a
completely orderly universe, operating according to inviolable natural laws, has been a great attraction to philosophic
minds.
A basic question may well be raised at this po;nt. Has
the time arrived when science has established such reasonable answers to man's ponderous questions that philosophy
is no longer essential > Wi ll that time ever come ? If the
developments of 20th century science are any fair indication, then the answer must be a decisive no. As an illusitration let us consider the release of atomic energy.
Certainly the atom bomb helped solve the problem of how
THE
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to end a war more quickly. Yet how much g reater arc the
problems which were created by that same scientific advance! Should we destroy our stockpile of a-bombs ? Do
we have any obligation to share our knowledge with .other
nations ? Would it be desirable to prohibit further atomic
rc-search even though it would mean sacrificing an opportunity for peaceful uses of atomic energy? Scientists ,nay
theorize about the answers to such questions, but when they
do they arc vacating their roles as scientists.

Why a Study for Teachers?
Up to this point we have been consideri ng the necessity
for philosophy because of the inadequacies of other J isciplines when it comes to satisfying man's quest for more
complete knowledge. But what about the positive aspects
of philosophy which make it a valuable study for teacher
education? Perhaps an examination of what philosophy is
and docs would answer that question best.
In a popular sense, philosophy connotes mere attitudes
o r opinions. Frequently one hears such statements as "my
philosophy of hanging a picture, my philosophy of mode rn
art," and "my philosophy of eating crackers with soup."
Undeniably philosophy mig ht deal with some of those
points, but as commonly used the term philosophy merely
reflects personal reactions to various alternatives. Another
popular usage is in the sense of taking a thing "philosophically." Herc the idea is that philosophy enables anyone,
as it did the ancient Stoics, to persevere even in the wake of
catastrophe. But again ph;losophy must be more than the
opiate of its addicts.
By derivation philosophy means literally '"love of wisdom," but not everrone who loves wisdom attains wisdom;
th us not every pe rson can become a philosopher. T he person who does achieve wisdom on his own is a philo1opher:
he who res pects the wisdom ach;cved by othe rs is the
.rt1ule111 of phi losophy, and allowance must be made for the
possibility that the student may in time be the philosopher
himself. Se,·eral attempts to delimit more sharply the
meaning of philosophy have been made. William James
broug ht the method of philosophy above the realm of mere

opinion when he declared that philosophy is an "unusually
obstinate attempt to t hink clearly and consistently." The
subject matter of philosophy frequently has been denoted
as consisting of " the study of man and his relation to the
universe." That, however, is hardly a limitation.
Sometimes a distinction is made between philosophy
as a body of knowledge and philosophy as a method of attackinl! problems. The former view is that philosophy is
a ready-made subject for study to be placed in the curriculum mud, as any othe r sub ject. Those who hold the latter
point of view contend t hat philosophy treated as just another subjett would be rendered ineffective. T hey believe
that to be a functional aid in teaching, philosophy must be
a problem-solving technique developed through practical
use. It is further contended that such a technique has two
invaluable characteristics: first, because of its synthesizing
nature, the philosophic method is able to d raw from many
background sources; and in the second place, because of its
wide scope, philosophy is equipped to follow implications
wherever they may lead without feeling that it is overstepping its proper boundaries.
The contrasting views of the position of philosophy as
stated above arc not essentially exclusive. It would be unwise for the first group to hold that philosophy should not
enter into the maki ng of practical decisions. At the same
time, it seems reasonable that the second g roup expect a
person to know something about philosophy before using
it as a way to soh•c problems.

What Philosophy Contributes
Most of the preceding parag raphs have clealt wit h
philosophy as a general thinJl bringin)? in only incidentally
t he specific functions of philosophy of ed ucation as an aicl
to teachers. Let us now consider in a more orderly manner
a few o f ,the contributions to better teaching t hat shmiid
accrue from the study of philosophy of education by pro•
spective teachers.

Philo,ophy of ed11ca1io11 ,ho11/J aid in delermi11i11g

ed11ratio11al dirertio,11 in a world lorn bel:ueen con·

Any graduate of ISNU remembers the Philosophy of Education
or Principles of Education course he completed as one of the lase
requirements for graduation. This article introduces co alumni
the philosophy reacher who joined the University education depamnent in 1948--and co whom many ISNU seniors now look for
chat final required course. Dr. Belshe welcomed chis chance co
visit with former ISNU students. He expresses his opinions frankly
and in this article leaves no doubt about his views.
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flicling ideologieJ. On every hand we have convincing
evidence that we are living in a time of crisis, and
as the late Wendell \Xlillkie observed, every year ol the
present generation will probably seem a year of crisis.
Confusion in the cosmic order reflects itself in the
educational scene. Democracy versus totalitarianism,
freedom versus control, and reason versus force are

problems which the classroom teacher must face just
as squarely in the local community as the diplomat
on t-he international scene. ln education, as in world

politics, philosophy is dedicated to searching out the
right-and-wrong

of conAict and

following

truth

wherever it may lead.

Philo1ophy of ed11catio11 1ho11ld be a 1111ifyi11g force
in !he ed11ct1tiow1/ experiences of the prospeclive
teacher. Future teachers are confronted with a wide

array of knowledge, cultural and professional, which
they must organize if it is to be most useful. Philosophy helps in this functional organization. For example, a student views various facets of man's
existence from the viewpoint of bi.ology, psychology,
economics, sociology, and history. He secs man as
portrayed coldly through statistics and warmly through
literatu re. What better understanding can he achieve
than by synthesizing these separate interpretations of
man into one totality as is done in philosophy.

Philosophy is not merel)' a 1ynthniJ of olhei· fieldJ
bit! has some 1111iq11e rontrib111io111 of ils own. Philosophy of education is particularly concerned w ith
setting values and purposes of educational endeavor;
and science is not yet, and may never be, 9ualified to
deal with these first principles of education. Can we
have scientific proof that it is better to educate persons to preserve their health than it is to teach them
to destroy their health' W hich brand of science deals
with the 9uestion of whether it is better to live than
not to live? Such 9uestions are in the realm of phi•
losophy since ,they deal with life's ultimate values. Of
course, one might doubt that even philosophy can
prove its answers to such provocative questions; but
as pointed out by Immanuel Kant, we may at least
believe those things which are not contradicted by
reason or experience.

Phi/oso/Jh)' of ed11calion 1ho11/d aid !he Jl11de11t in
formin~ his own viewpoinlf on imporlanl iss11es of
life. This is important for all persons but is doubly
sii:nificant for those entrusted with the responsibility
of educating an ever-new _generation. In the final
analysis what one does is influenced by what one believes, so it is a serious task of philosophy to help
mold beliefs on the best ,thought and experience of
the human race. Only in this way can we feel confident that teachers wi11 serve we11 their trust in dcvelop;ng youth for moral, democratic living.

Evidence Shows Increased Interest
l n conclusion, let us consider briefly the present status
of philosophy of education courses in those colleges and
universities which prepare teachers. Educators have not
been slow to recognize the need for a study of first principles in education. Our age, so generally characterized by
confusion and doubt, has exaggerated this need. But the
12

Is philosophy out of date? Has
science answered all of man's questions? What can philosophy do?
These and other questions arc answered in this article by the new philosophy teacher at JSNU. His conclusions show that interest in this
study now is increasing, rather than
diminishing as some laymen believe.
And philosophy, Dr Belshe points
out, is 'significant to the mo dern
teacher, not merely the speoulation
of the ancients.'

need for fundamentals is merely exaggerated; it is neither
new nor temporary. So long as man is man, he wili wonder
and seek answers to what seems unanswerable.
The evidence for heightened interest in philosophy of
cducati.on is not obscure to anyone fami liar with the numcr·
ous periodicals in education. Even casual observation reveals
that there arc many articles concerned with basic values
and purposes. True, many of the articles avoid the term
philosophy, but their contents indicate their philosophic
nature.

There is no completely adequate report on the pro·
portion of teacher-preparing institutions which offer or
re9uire work in philosophy of education. Neither is there
any complete record of what constitutes a philosophy of
education course where it i.s offered. There are, however.
several generalizations of which one can be quite certain.
First, there is renewed emphasis on philosophy of education; second, the confusion and chaos of the modern world
have given added impetus to this emphasis; and third, there
is little uniformity in philosophy of education courses which
arc now being offered.

Course Undergoes Revision
H ere at ISNU, Philosophy of Education is a rc9uired
course to be taken during the senior year. As in other
teacher-education institutions, the course here has undergone
revision over the years. As in many other places, also, the·
present philosophy course is a replacement of what 25 years
ago was called Principles of Ed1m11io11, a term more suitable
to the devotees of science who held influence in educational
circles a quarter century ago.
Our a11e111 p, at ISNU is to prepare teachers who will
be leaders in the classroom and in the community. Our
hope is that the work in phi losophy of education makes its
contribution to achieving that goal. Our belief is that
philosophy of education is significant to the modern teacher,
that it is not merely the speculation of the ancients.
T HE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

First Year ~out'
By Grads of '48

Editor's Note: These grad11a1e, fro m JSNU in
1948 replied ,·ece11J/y 10 a query 1e111 0111 by 1he

laneous material so that they can fill in odd moments
or the last few minutes of a period.

a/11m11i office a.sking for information about their
first year ·,,0111. The req11es1 romained ,1 number
of leading quesJions 011 /etJChing and wo11ud 11p
wilh a blank space for ne-wJ.

One of our most interesting experiences occurred in
connection with the election. 1·he students decided
to hold a political assembly. They made posters and
placards and held parades for the major parties. After
a very successful assembly, a mock election was held.

1
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Play Rehearsal Saves Life
The most interesting experience in connection with his
teaching decribed by If/mnm Cmig is that of saving a student's life by a play rehearsal scheduled during a morning
of a vacation period. The student had been overcome by
gas poisoning but was found- because of the rehearsal-before his condition became too serious and after hospital
treatment recovered in time to take part in the play.
"Discourage anyone from teaching who doesn't definitely have the interests of young people at heart or emphasize the teacher's responsibility to young people, and
that teaching is not just a job," this speech instructor
writes. He likes his work "fine'' and is now arranging a
sectional speech contest to be held in Lincoln on M arch 12.

N o Eight-Hour Day
Miss Marian Dean teaches English and history at Plano.
She writes, "I had very little actual conception of the tremendous amount of time needed for planning interesting
lessons, finding materials, and grading papers. I have
never yet seen an eight-hour day !" Here are excerpts from
her letter.

I enjoy my work very much. The students are wonderful, and it's always a thrill to see them respond to
ideas. Of course there arc 'bad days' when everything
seems to go wrong; but on the whole teaching is
challenging and stimulating. No two days are alike.
I feel well prepared for my work so far as content goes but do feel I should know more about
presenting my material in a variety of ways to make
it interesting. Eng lish and history are required
courses ; many of my students feel that they are necessary evils, and I ,lo not know how to change their
attitudes.
Milner library rather spoiled me. Small high schools
have few up•to-date reference materials. ISNU students need to learn more about sources of materials
rather than so much book content. They need to
build files of illustrative materials and other miscelFEBRUARY,
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In response to the editor's request for news, M iss Dean
replies, 'Tm planning a summer wedding ."

Misses ISN U Friends
"Everything is fine, but I do get lonesome for .t he
campus and that little apartment in Cardinal Court," Ray·
mond Clark, who teaches in Alexis, writes. "I also miss
all the Jine fellows around the gym and at Bernie's." This
ISNU alumnus feels that he is not so well prepared for
teaching as he would like to be and suggests that University
students "prepare more seriously for the future. Subject
matter is very important as well as methods and ways of
allowing for individual differences." One of Mr. Clark's
most interesting experiences has been "discovering a stu•
dent actually applyi ng information that I taught him."
Teaching is more serious and time-consuming than studying,
according to the social science teacher, and one has to be
constantly on his toes.

Travelling Music Teacher
''I am a grade school vocal music teacher in thjs unit
district. Every afternoon I teach in Camp Point, and .three
mornings of the week I teach in fou r grade schools of three
near-by towns," Char/011e A1111 Benne/I reports. She adds
the following comments.

My work is very interesting, inspi ring, fu ll of responsibilities, quite often amusing, and chal!e11gi11g. Working with children and developing them in and through
music is wonderful. Teaching is quite as I had expected, though it does take a g reat amount o f energy,
more than I had ever believed. I now realize that
teachers do not look forward to the end of units,
six-week periods, and grades, any more than pupils
do. Yet outside of such responsibilities, I find
teaching very pleasant and satisfying.
I feel better prepared for my work in grades where
I had actual practice teaching than in those where l
did none. My advice to JSNU students is to visit as
many classes in your teaching field as possible in
which you do not have student teaching. Observing
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techniques and aims of each grade helps in every
other g rade and often gives the answers to many
phases of work you cannot always find in books.

This music teacher does not mention any one interest•
ing experience in connection with her teaching but writes,

"One of my most interesting experiences- it happens every
day! I find the learning capacities, vitality, and doings of
the children very fascinating and helpful in making teaching more enjoyable,"

My First Day of School
"Trying to keep 39 children busy my first day of
school" is cited by Miss Connie Go11drea11 as one ot her
most interesting experiences. She likes her work very much
but wishes she could have had more than one semester of
student teaching- "it certainly would have helped." A
kindergarten teacher in the Ottawa schools, this alumna
would advise ISNU students to study the series of textbooks
for the grades in which they expect to teach. Her news
for her classmates ot '48 is a "wedding in June."

In the Family
··1 find that teaching is all I really know since teachers
have been in the family and in every school that I've at·
tended for the last 20 years," writes Calvin Teel, who is
employed in the junior high school at Washington. ·-r like
teaching, and I hope I never feel that I am well prepared
for it," he continues, and quotes from an unknown source:
''U11e

who daJ·e1 10 1e,1ch 11111st never retlJe to learn."

Mr. Tcel's news for his classmates is that he now is
beginning graduate work at Bradley University, where he
wi~I major in sociology.

Teaching the Third Grade
Miss Georgia G,·ouart teaches in a wealthy industrial
area near East St. Louis. She writes from Maplewood, ··1
know I'm lucky as a new teacher to get in such a district."
Her letter continues:

I learned very fast the true meaning of individual
differences. When I looked at my class that first
morning and counted only 18 heads, I thought two
.or possibly three reading groups would be the number
I would have; but to my surprise I had four before
I knew it and could even have more.
Yes, I think I was fairly well prepared for teaching.
I didn't know, however, anything about running a

mimeograph, nor about operating a large sound projector. Incidentally visual education is a large part
of our program, and J wish I had taken the course
in visual education. I believe I was prepared best in
physical education! .. . There is all the difference in
the world between teaching and studying on campus.
We teachers have to study. but we also have to be
everything from a nurse to a mother. I have become
an expert at removing cinders from eyes and stopping
nose bleeds ... . My one big advice to ISNU students
is to do things efficiently and fast. When chang ing
from one activity to the next, materials have to be at
-your finger tips. Most of my recesses are spent on
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remedial work, so I Jiave had to learn to do things
quickly and to get material ready in advance.

Our most interesting experience came the .afternoon
we made vegetable salad. The day before we decided
on our duties and the vegetables we could have. On
the big afternoon we had a delicious salad of nine
different vegetables, and we had 18 very proud d1ildren who had never tasted anything quite so good.
School bells will stop ringing in May, but wedding
bells will ring in.the summer for a certain ISNU math
major and me. I'll be teaching next fall because I
know I would miss it too much to stop now.

These Are LIFE MEMBERS
Of the Illinois Seate Normal University

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Mrs. John Ainsley (Co,-,, Skagg1)
Robert E. Anspaugh
Thomas M. Barger, Jr,
Mrs. W alter Bentley (Viola 1"11mer)
M rs. Harry A. Bremer (l'lorenre 1'homp1on)
Mrs. Harvey Bunnell (Mary 111/o,-/ey)
Miss Jewell Bergner
Miss Irene Cherhavy
Miss Maude L. Cooper
Harry Coursey
Chester J. D robney
Miss Ethel Ebner
Miss Nepha M . Eyman
Mrs. Lester Gamboe (Margare/ Taylor)
Dr. William S. Gray
Mrs. Gertmde MancheJ/er Hall
M rs. H enry T. Hall (Helen P111J1phrey)
Miss Barbara Henry
Mrs. Charles J. Hutton (Edith RobiJ11on)
Miss Ann Kellison
M rs. Lee E. Lopeman (.Mary Bem11er)
Miss Faye Mansfield
William McKnight, Jr.
Miss Grace M. Phillippo
Leslie B. Poland
Bert L. Reeves
Miss Edith Robinson
Mrs. Richard Robinson (L11la Van Doren)
Miss Ekelena Ruben
Mrs. Sidney B. Smith (Nellie B11nker)
Miss Effie Sutton
Lewis M. W alker
Miss Ernestine Wene
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Your Alma Mater

Needs BUILDINGS
may not have been on the ISN U campus for several
Y ouge11era1io111,
yet the pictures at the bottom of this page
are in a setting farniliar to you- the basement of Old Main.
Here's the line of students on registration day, the first of
February, waiting to secure books from the textbook library
- and finally getting them, too. for Old Main, minus its
clock tower and third floor, still is the hub of the University.

What Happened to Classes?
When Old Main lost its third floor, where did the 84
classes accommodated there go? Maybe you've wondered
how your Alma Mater is caring for its largest enrollment
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in history- without that third floor of O ld Main ' N ine
temporary federal buildings furnish part of the answer.

Two groups of these wooden structures can be seen above.
They stand to the west and north of M cCormick Gymnasium. Altho ugh these buildings are helping out in the
emergency, they cannot be considered permanent nor the
type of classroom desirable for University use. The .taxpayers of Illinois have a right to expect better facilities for
the education of teachers. As alumni of ISNU, you know
the University has never had adequate faci lities; and you
want to understand present-day conditions. They now are
ffitiral, for ISNU is old- and crowded.

15

University Lacl~s Class Space
ISNU students attend classes in a church--not once in a while-but every ,day. Members of the speech class, below, cry to write an
examination in uncomfortable church pews and with inadequate
lighting. University officials considered themselves 'lucky' to be
able co rent such quarters in the emergency, but the emergency
promises to become permanent unless the Scace of Illinois provides
mre University class space.

I
The University
rents chis residence
to the left for use as
a counseling center.
A g a i n, authorities
thought themselves
'lucky' to find such
quarters but must
ask the State of Illinois co provide better facilities.

Before renting quarters off-campus for class use, the University went underground, when it converted sp ace once
planned for a swimming pool under Cook Hall (Old Castle) into rooms for the music ,departmenr. A corner of these
quarters is shown to the right. The music director calls this space 'unfit for h abitation.' Its lack of ventilation and
lig hting makes occupants uncomfortable who stay long underground. Yet ISNU students and staff members must
use these quarters every day. Future music teachers should have better facilities.
16
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Did you live or just visit in Fell Hall when an ISNU student?
Here six girls snudy in space meant for two, because Fell Hall still
is the only University residence for women. One hundred and fifty
live in a hall ,designed for less than 100. The State of Illinois still has
not built the addition to Fell Hall planned when the residence was
opened after World War I. That was 30 years ago.
Where do the other 950 women students enrolled ·at ISNU live?
Rooming houses must accommodate all but the lucky few whose
parents are in the community. The housing situation for men is still
worse, since Smith H all, accommodating 52, is the only permanent
University-owned residence for them.
A close-up of two federal buildings used for classes is shown
on the right-hand page. These the students say, 'freeze us in the
winter and roast us in the summer.' Yet ISNU could not operate
~ ithout the nine federal buildings now in use.
18
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Wanted: A STUDENT UNION
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'Go home and ask Santa
Claus to give you a Student
Union for Christmas,' this
N -man admonishes ISNU
students. The cartoon appeared in 'The Vidette,'
University newspaper. To
the left is a corner of Bernie's place, across from the
campus known.as the Campus Inn. It is the 'union' at
ISNU.
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Around the
Clock at Normal

Appoints New Director
Noble J. Puffer of Barrington, former _Cook County
superintendent of schools, recently was appointed director
of education and registration by Governor Adlai E. Steven-

son. This means Mr. Puffer is chairman of the Teachers
College Board, governing body of JSNU _a n_d the_other four
colleges and universities under the boards 1urisd1Ct1on. He
succeeds Frank G. Thompson, who was appointed in 194_1
by Governor Dwight H. G reen. Mr. Puffer has been_ pres,dent of the Chicago Business College since 1946. His wife
is the former Li llian O lson, who was graduated from JSNU
in 1923. He is a graduate of Illinois Wesleyan _and Northwestern Universities. They have one son, who 1s a student
at Knox College.

Requests from the Legislature
On February LO word came that the_Budi;etarr Commission restored SI million of the S3½ mdhon ,t onginally
planned to cut from the SIS million requested for operation
Crom tax funds by the state colleges and universities under
the T eachers College Board. As the Q11ar1erly goes to press,
no official information is available as to how the $2½
million cut will be taken from the .original askings of the
five schools. In presenting his reqt~cst for some $4 millio_n
in tax money, President R. W. l·a,rduld explained tlus
amount represented 111iuim11m needs.

* *

*

The Budgetary Commission had not heard building
requests of the five colleges and universities opera-ting under
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the Teachers College Board when the Q11,irrerly went to
press. These totalled S96 million when presented to the
Teachers College Board. Approval of the governing body
was granted, but the Budgetary Commission did not consider the requests when heanng about operation needs of
the five schools.
In a letter addressed to both the senate and house visiting committees of the legislature the Joint Alumni Council
of the five colleges and universities recently urged these
committees to visit the five schools and make an early report
of their findings on building needs. The letter stated in
part, "You will see crowded classes, the ~n~onven1enl
places used for libraries, the out-.of-datc training. school
faci lities . .. We urge that you examine these inst1tut1ons
critically and thoroughly, comparing thei r facilities _to ,those
of the better elementary and high schools for which they
are expected to train teachers."
Build ing requests of JSNU as presented by President
Fairchild and approved by the Teachers College Board
totalled some $16 million. They include funds for the
completion of the administ~ation_ and speci_al education
buildings now under construction, site preparat,on and plans
for a new elementa ry and high school building as well as
d ie construct;on of three buildings for which funds once
. were allocated and then found inadequate-an auditorium,
a music building, and speech building. T hen President
Fairchild is asking for the constrnction of the wing to Fell
H all planned some 30 years ago, two new residence halls
for men and women, as well as additions to a number of
other buildi ngs.
In his "Justification of Build ing Needs" prepared for
state officials the president explains that ISNU educates
more teacher~ than any of the six state-supported collc~es
and universities and must have additional student teaclung
facil ities. s ;nce it will take considerable time to prepare
plans and specificat_ions for a new elementary and high
school building, he ,s askrng that they be started now so as
to be ready for the 1951-53 biennium. In the meantime,
he points out, buildings already underway on campus must
be completed, and those for which money .once was allocated and then found inadequate should be constructed
this biennium since plans already are drawn.
21

Governor Visits Campus
Highlight of the Founders' Day dinner arranged by
the McLean County ISNU Club for l'ebruary JO was the
appearance of Governor Adlai E. Stevenson on the program.
He had informed the local committee in charge that he did
not want to be listed as a speaker; but his "off the cuff"
remarks, which <:oncluded the evening's entertainment, delighted everyone present. The governor's '"isit on the can1pus before the dinner took him ro the University Farm,

where he had an opportunity to inspect the livestock there.
Accompanying him to Normal were George \YI. Mitchell,
state director of finance, and Lawrence Irvin, executive assistant, as well as a number of newspaper representatives.
Other special g uests at the dinner were local representatives
in the legislature and T. Hawley T apping, general secretary
of the University of Michigan Alumni Association, who was
the speaker of the evening. Mr. T apping told about his
experiences in alumni work the past 25 years. He pointed
.out that "alumni business is purely an American institu·
tion." He called a good alumnus one who appreciates what
his school has done for him, desires to have generations
benefit likewise, and continues to expose himself to the
school because he understands the stimulus that institution
can continue to give him.
Speaking in behalf of the alumni on the program was
Mrs. H. L. Stiegelmeier, president of the Mclean County
ISNU Club. She told what the University means to alumni.
Then President l'airchild hte,I a number of ways in which
al umni can help ISNU. New office rs of the McLean County
ISNU Club elected at the business meeting are Jack Stoltz,
Normal, president; Elwood \Y/heeler, Bloomington, first
vire-president; James DePew, Bloomington, second viccpresident ; Miss Bernadine Ayers, Bloomington, secretary;
Mrs. Carl Loeseke, Bloomington, treasurer; Mrs. Claude
Kinsella, Lexington, John L. McNeil, Arrowsmith, Mrs.
Donald Meinhold, Bellflower, and Harold De\Y/ees, Colfax,
county representatives.

Alumni Meet in Chicago and Florida
Climax of the ISNU Geography Trippers Club week·
end program in Chicago l'ebruary 12-13 was the dinner
held on Saturday night. Some 94 Trippers and guests were
in attendance. Charles Yalu, president of the club, asked
that the Trippers respond to the roll call by years, which
showed how many were present from the different field
trips. Then he introduced the special guests. Responding to
his request for comments were President Fairchild, "Prof."
Leslie A. Holmes, and Prof. Weldon \Y/atterson, who now
di rects the field course. An illustrated lecture on South
America was given by C. \YI. Sorensen, who has accepted
a position on the ISNU geography staff beginning next
September. He now is completing work for his doctorate
at the University of Chicago.

* *

*

Twenty members of the Florida ISNU Club and guests
attended the annual luncheon of the organization in St.
Petersburg on February 12. Three guests not regularly in
attendance at this luncheon mentioned by Miss Bessie L.
Spencer, club secretary, in an account of the meeting were
Miss Lura Eyestone and Miss Helen Cooper of Normal and
Mrs. Emma Dillon Karr of Wenona and Normal. All
three officers who have been serving the past year were reelected. They include the president, Arnold D. Collier;
vice-president, H. E. Waits, and Miss Spencer, all of St.
Petersburg.
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CALENDAR
1949 SUMMER PROGRAM
June L3-I 7- Conservation Clinic
June 14-16- Coaching School
June 20- Registralion for Eight-\Y/eek Session
June 25- Registration for Three-\Y/eek Session
July 15- Close of Three-\Y/eek Session
July tS-22- Basic Reading Clinic
July t9-2 t- Educational Conference and Exhibit
July 26-28- Spccial Education Conference
August 1-5- Rural Education Clinic (Art)
August 8-12- Parent-Teacher Association Clinic
August 12- Summer Commencement

Of Special Interest
A number of workshops will be offered during
June at off-campus centers. These are being set up
by Prof. Clarence Orr. Graduate work will be given
for the first time by the industrial arts, business edu~at ion, and art departments. Intensive courses in
foreign language will be offered in French, Spanish,
and German. Additional students still can be accommodated in the geography field course which is
scheduled this year for the same dates as the regular
eight-week session. Offerings in journalism will be
increased beginning with the summer session.

Staff Members in the N ews
Pres'dent Fairchild recently was g iven a citation for
his services to the Bloomington-Normal Community Chest.
The award was made at the orgnization's annual meeting.
Editorial comment in the Bloomington Daily P,1111agraph
regarding the citation stated : "Dr. l'airchild has given
willingly of his time, his organizing ability and his leadership to the Community Chest and all other worthy commun
ity projects. Like so many willing workers, he has been
over-worked by the community. He has sought at every
turn to make a close link between ISNU and the community."
4

* •

Dr. Bjarne R. Ullsvik assumed his new duties as administrative assistant to the president January 3 l. He continues the teach'ng of mathematics on a half-time basis.

* * *

Preston Ensign recently was elected president of the
Young Men's Club of Bl~om;ng~n.
Dr. Lewis R. Toll is the author of an article entitled
··Retail T raining Aids" appearing in the United B11siues.r
Ed11catio11 Association Pi0n1111 of January. The director of
the ISNU business education division spoke at the National
Business Association conference in Detroit December 29.

* •

*

Dr. Esther l'rench has been named associate editor of
the first yearbook of the American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation. Dr. ~rench is parliaTHE ALU MNI Q UARTERLY

mentarian of the national organization and will participate
on a panel discussion at the annual meeting in Boston
April 22.

* * •
A dozen faculty members will attend national meetings
in St. Louis the last week in February. Dean Chris A. D e
Young will appear on the program of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education in connection
with his committee assignment in bringing German and
Austrian educators to the United States. He also w ill speak
before the National Society of College Teachers of Educa•
tion. President Fairchild will discuss "Teacher Recruitment"
on a panel arranged by the Commission on Hig her Educa•
tion. Dr. J. W. Carrington will take part in panel discus•
sions at a meeting of .the Association for Student Teaching
and a meeting of the National Association of Teacher
Placement offJCers. As treasurer of the Horace Mann
League, Prof. Floyd T. Goodier is arranging a dinner
meeting for its members.

Speech Trips for Students
ISNU speech groups have been active this winter. The
University was host' to some 340 students from 36 colleges
who attended the annual Invitational Debate Tournament
at Normal January I 3 and 14. A n umber of studen ts then
represented ISNU off-campus at the invitational tourna•
ments sponsored by the Northern Illinois State Teachers
College, January 2'); Eastern Illinois State College, Feb•
ruary 5; Northwestern Unive rsity and Purdue Univers!ty,
February 12. On February 17 and 18 a group of students
wi ll participate jn an Illinois Intercollegiate Oratorical Association contest at North Central College. Or. F. L. D.
Holmes is president of th is o rganization which has 13 colleges and universities as members.

Alumni Award
Miss Maxine Crump of Peoria now holds the award
given by the Alumni Association to an uppcrclass student
each year. She was elected for the honor in late January
when the recipient of the award chosen last spring withdrew
from school. Miss Crump is a senior in the health and
physical education department for women. She was chosen
on the basis of academic standing, intellectlial, and social
9ualities by a faculty-student-alumni committee and recom•
mended by her department head.

Events This Spring
The ISNU orchestra will present a spring concert in
Capen Auditorium on Sunday, March 6 . This comes at
S: 15 p.m. Open to the public without charge, the concert
will feature Leonard Sorkin, first violinist o( the Fine Arts
Quartet, Chicago. Mr. Sorkin is well-known fo r his radio
appearances over the ABC network. D i.recting the University orchestra is Prof. lrwin Spector, who came to the
campus in September from New York University. In addi·
tion to d irecting a numbe r of different orchestras in New
Jersey, Prof. Spector himsel f played in symphonic orchestras there.
Speakers for the annual Conference on the Teaching of
Mathematics to he held at ISNU April 23 recently were
annou nced. Dr. H. Van Engen, head of the department of
mathematics at the Iowa State Teachers College, will ;alk
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at the elementary session, while Dr. Harold P. Fawcett,
chairman of the department of education at Ohio State
University, will talk at the secondary session. T h ere will be
discussion g roups centered around the ,teaching problems
of mathematics teachers.

* * *
The University agriculture department will join with
the home economics department th is year in spcnsoring a
special p rogram on April 23 for high sd1ool students in•
terested in agriculture and home economics. The program
for a number of years, known as " Home Economics Day,"
is being enlarged by extending it into the agriculture field.
Several hundred high school gi rls interested in home eco•
nomics from Central Illinois have been in attendance at the
annual conference.

*

*

ISNU will hold its annual guest day for high school
seniors on Monday, April 25, known as "College Day."
This event attracted some 1,300 visitors frl)m 176 high
schools last year. It is planned especially for seniors inter•
ested in the teaching profession. There are conferences
with department heads, class visitati.ons, and campus tours
scheduled in addition to special entertainment features such
as motion pictures, d ramatic productions, and athletic
events. Prof. A. W. Watterson, of the geography depart•
ment, is to serve as College Day chai rman this year.

UHS Student Honored
Martha T en Eyck, University High School junior, ap•
peared on .the national broadcast of the Philharmonic Sym•
phony Orchestra January t 6. She was invited to spend the
weekend in New York and appear on this radio program
as a guest of the Standard O il Company, after being recom•
mended by the high school faculty as an outstanding music
student. I n addition to being presented to ,the radio audience, during the concert .intermission, Martha appeared on
a youth forum sponsored by the Ne111 York Times.

Use 4-H Scholarships
Two ISNU students in the home economics department
this year hold S200 scholarships awarded them because of
their work in 4 -H Clubs. A public service company in
Northern Illinois g ranted the scholarships, which enabled
the two women to help pay their expenses at any college
they selected. Miss Anita Reaman of Grant Park and Miss
Thelma Thomas of Dwight report that t hey chose to enter
the University because of its standing, location, and reputa•
tion as an institution for the preparation of home economics
teachers.

SPORTS REVIEW
Basketball fans here and at other IIAC r enters of
interest looked to the second round of conference games
for a champion after the January round of play ended with
two wins and two losses for each of the five state colleges
and universities. Coach Joe Cogdal's Redbirds were in•
fluential in this scramble as they upset Eastern, the pre•
season favorite, and Southern, defending champions, here
on the McCormick hardwood.
Followers of the Redbirds sat up with a start in mid.
January when the Cogdalmen came through with the two
victories mentioned after losing by wide margins to Western
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and Wesleyan. The turning point of a seemingly poor season Northern here and Eastern there for the IIAC contests reso far as conference play was concerned came when Coach maining after mid-February.
Nine varsity basketball men figured in most of the 20
Cogdal's men combined a strong defensive game with a
"control the ball" system to turn back the Charleston men games played by the J:,NU team this season. forwards
along with Capt. Bob Lockhart, Wellington; were Bill
by 66-45.
Another guage of the improvement shown by the Brady, 1948 football captain from Urbana; Bob Perry,
ISNU netters was given in the second of two intercity Springfield; Dean Burridge, leading football scorer from
contests with Wesleyan. After losing by a 68-57 margin Clinton, Ia.; and Ronald H ughes, Long Point. The work
on the McCormick hardwood in the Jirst game between the at center was taken over almost entirely by freshman Glen
local rivals, the Redbirds came back in the return game at Honsbruch, lanky Peotone scoring ace.
Regular guards Leon Heinle, Argenta veteran and
the Wesleyan gym to match the Titans point for point unti 1
the final gun brought a 57-56 Wesleyan victory. This came leading scorer on the squad, and defensive-minded Dick
after the ISNU men failed on four scoring chances in the Baldrini, Highwood, have been key men in the eight Redbi.rd victories to date. Heinle marked up 211 points in
last minute of play.
The opening game of the season brought a 57-54 the first 17 games and is in the running with the leading
victory over the Eureka College quintet here at McCormick scorers in the IIAC. Doug Livesay, Minier freshman, alterGymnasium. The return game at Eureka resulted in a 64- nates with the two veteran juniors at guard. Bob Brenne•
51 victory for the Cogdalmen, as Glen Honsbruch set the man, another Minier freshman, has worked as an understudy
individual scoring record for the season with 24 points. to Honsbruch at center.
Following the first Eureka game, the Redbirds were turned
B Team Sets Fast Pace
back 60-4 1 by a fast-break ing Millikin team at Decatur.
A 64-56 win over Shurtletf brought the ISNU men back
Coach Pim Goff's basketba.11 B's show a near-perfect
on their feet, but a classy Oakland City (Ind.) five went record to date. Their only defeat was at the hands of the
away from McCormick Gym with a 62-56 victory in the next
Bradley freshmen at Peoria by 53-49, and the Redbird B's
pre-conference contest. The Jirst of two Christmas holiday
came back to edge out the same team by a 48-47 count in a
games played on the McCormick hardwood resulted in an
overtime contest and a 55-54 final victory for Wabash game played in McCormick Gym.
1he reserves opened their season with a 48-4 5 win
College. The Redbirds played Wabash without the services
over Millikin's seconds at Decatur and followed with home
of Capt. Bob Lockhart, who missed four games in midvictories over the Danville branch of U of I by 62-39 and
season. T hey came back to even the holiday series the
St. Bede College and Academy 59-41. Glen Murphy, ISNU
following week, however, with 51-48 win over a traveling
'47, coaches the Danville team, and Tony Komlanc, ISNU
Eau Claire State Tead1ers quintet from Wisconsin.
'48, ,is an assistant coach at the St. Bede school.
The January portion of the schedule was opened in
The next three contests were played away from home,
good form with a 70-61 victory over Hillsdale (Mich.) in but the ISNU reserves came through with a 63-60 victory
a local game. Honsbruch and Leon Heinle marked up 15
over the Galesburg U of I men, a 74-57 win at Lincoln
points each as the Redbirds set a season record for most College, and a 67-32 triumph in the second game with St.
team points in a single game.
Bede. The one-poi11t victory over the Bradley freshmen was
Still without Capt. Lockhart, the ISNU men seemed
followed the next day by a 53-4 1 win here over the Galesmarked for the conference cellar when they were tromped burg U of I team. Home and away contests with Weslcyan's
85-49 at Western in their first IIAC game. Center Glen
reserves remain on the schedule.
Honsbruch left the game on fouls early in the second half
One combination used successfully by Coach Goff
and six-foot, seven-inch Al Miksis of Western proceeded p laced Ken Thelan, Chicago; Dick Snyder, Mt. Pleasant,
to go on a 29-point scoring spree. However, a c09I and Mich.; at the forward posts with Marvin Block, Chicago,
methodical Redbird team came back in the second meeting at center, and Don Bornell, Libertyville; and Frank Chiodo,
between the two IIAC rivals and chalked up a 63-51 victory Joliet; at the guards. Ten other men were just as active as
over the Leathernecks. Dick Baldrini played one of his
this g roup, however. Forwards on the squad were Ivan
best games of 1he year defensively and at the same time
D remann, Ohio; John Rose, Pekin; "Red" Nelson, East
lead Redbird scoring with 16 points.
Lynn; and Bob Deuterman, Atlanta. Dave Appenbrink, St.
Louis, Mo.; and Ken Hurt, Lincoln; wo,ked with Block at

Redbirds Make IIAC Comeback

center; and the guard positions were taken over by L1.•

The mid-season spark that brought the Cogdalmen
very much into the IIAC picture came with the 56-55

Verne Changnon, Donovan; Jim Estergard, Elgin; and Ed
Bonczyk, Schenectady, N. Y.

victory over Southern, defending conference champions.

The Carbondale men bounced back with a 6 1-54 victory in
the second game,

however,

when

the

Maroons and

Redbirds were tied for the conference lead with three victories and two defeats each. After losing 56-52 to Northern
at DeKalb, the Cogdalmen came back to trip Eastern and
share in the five-way tie .that was in effect at ,the end of the
fi rst round of conference play.
A 75-68 defeat at Anderson (Ind.) and the second
Eureka game came before the start of the second round of
conference competition. After the split with Western and
Southern in the first two games, the Cogdalmen have
24

Wrestlers Favored in lIAC
The scheduling of Redbird wrestling matches in the evening by Athletic Director H oward Hancock and Coach
Gene Hill has brought about a rise in spectator interest in
the mat sport both from !SN U students and local sports
fans. Capt. Bob Mann and the Redbird grapplers have
responded well to this extra attention by winning five of
their six dual meets to date and are rated as team favorites

for the first annual IIAC meet, scheduled for McCormick
Gym the afternoon and evening of March 5.
TH E ALUMNI QUARTERLY

1:RESH~1tAN CENTER GLEN HONSBRUCH brings· the ball across the circle in an JIAC basketbaH game with the Southern
Maroons. 111c Redbirds ,von 56-55 as a free throw by Honsbruch proved to OC the victory margin. Other ISNU men in accioo
arc Bill Brady (right), Capt. Bob Lockhart (center), and Frank Chiodo ( left).

The charges of Coaches Gene Hill and Arley Gillett
opened their season convincingly with an tS-14 win at
Wheaton College. T he only Redbird loss of the season
came at Northwestern University in a 19-13 contest with the
Big Ten school. A series of one-sided dual contests foJ.
lowed with the ISNU g rapplers winning easily over
Northern, Brad ley, Navy Pier Illini, and Eastern.
Th ree dual contests remained on the Redbird schedule
in mid-February. These matches, all away from the campus,
are with Western, Northern, and Bradley. The team
strength of the ISNU mat team will be tested to the limit
at Wheaton on February 26, when the leading small-college
mat te,ams from this area get together for the ann ual
Wheaton Invitational. The following week will bring the
four IIAC schools supporting wrestling to the campus for
the fi rst conference meet in the mat sport. All of the conference schools except Southern will be representecl here
on March 5.
The varsity positions on the eight-man team are held
down by seven lettermen and one freshman. Leadlng off in
the 121 pound division is Tom Douglass, Normal, while
Capt. Bob Mann, Danville, competes in the 128 pound
class. The single first-year man on the varsity, Ed Wilde
of Maywood, is giving a good account of himself in the
136 pound division, and Emil Morsch, Pekin, has scored
several points for the Redbirds in 145 pound competition.
RO)' Camboni, Hinsdale, is the varsity man in the 155
pound department, and Don Ma9uet, another Pekinite,
starts at the J 65 pound spot. Frank Marchetti, Joliet, has
come along fast as the regular 175 pounder since Ronald
Beales, Chicago, and Dave Bagby, T;nley Park, did not
return to school for the second semester. Undefeated Dick
Rockenbach, Cabool, Mo., heavyweight, is the fina l-event
man for Coach Hill's grapplers. Reserves include Aaron
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Rasmussen, Ludlow; Frank H inds, Maywood; John Cave,
Seneca, and Ray Rickert, Milwaukee, Wis.

First Baseball Drills Called
Nearly 100 candidates turned out for the first baseball
meeting called by Coach Harold Frye. T he Redbird diamondmen, missing only three lettermen from the entire
1948 squad, will take a week-long swing through the South
from March 25 to April 2. Games have been booked with
Arkansas State College, Jonesboro, the Naval A ir Training
Station at Memphis, Tenn., and Evansville College (Ind.).
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., is ltstea as a possibi lity for the tour.
The first conference game at home comes College Day
and is a contest with the Eastern Panthers on April 25. A
feature of the season this year will be a series of afternoon
and evening double headers at home. Last season the Redbirds played seven games under the McCormick Field lights.
Lettermen ready for another season include pitchers
Joe Banicki, Art Goreham, and Mike Rzadzki, Chicago,
Ed Bonczyk, Schenectady, N. Y.; Roger Brown, Alvin;
Bob Hougham, Normal ; and catchers Bill Felix, Hoopeston;
Buford Bass, Toluca. Infield veterans are D ean Burridge,
Clinton, la., John Dzuris, Streator; Bob Schnyder, New
Orleans, La.; Loren Weaver, Heyworth; and Ted Jurczak,
Schenectady, N. Y. Returning from last year's outfield
i;roup are Bob Durhak, Schenectady, N. Y.; and Guy Jaco•
bucci, Chicago Heights.
The first pre-season setback came when Joe Kon itzki,
Elg in senior and regular catcher for three years, chose to
report to a Dodger farm team for spring traini ng. Only
.other regulars not reporting back were Henry Kaiser, lost
by graduation, and Roy W.oods, who has completed eight
semesters of competition.
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IN MEMORIAM
i:.d111"rd I'. 111/orsl, student at ISNU in the ·sos, of
Lockport died Janua ry 30, following a fall on the ice. He
was 82 years old. A retired cdu(ator, Mr. Worst was a
former superintendent of Chicago and Joliet schools, was
internationally known as a hand.weaving expert, and the
author of several books on industrial arts.

Survivors in·

elude a daughter, two sons, a grandchild, and a sister.

l:.d111011d C. Parker (diploma 1888) died October 3,
1948, after being hit by a car the day before. He once was
a school teacher for three years but spent most of his life
in the railway mai l service. His wife died in 1911. Two
daughters survive.

* * *
Mrs. J. L. Curts (Plorence J. Clm·k, diploma tS92) of
Coldwater, Mich., died Nov. 13, 1948. A retired teacher,

she spent her winters in Florida until she became an invalid
four years ago. During 194 t-42 she was an officer in the
Florida ISNU Cillb. She left no close relatives, being the
last survivor of her immediate family.

Miss (,'r,,ce l'e11/011 (diploma 1897) of Danville died
suddenly from a heart attack on Oct. 22, 1948. She was a
retired elementary teacher, who had traveled extensively and
been active in civic and drnrch affairs. She attended theUniversity of Chicago as well as !SNU.

• •
fames Forden (diploma 1901) of Hood River, Ore.,
died in June of 1948, after an illness of several weeks. He
studied at the University of Illinois, Columbia University,
and in Europe after leaving Normal, then taught in Montana, Washington, and Oregon. For 37 years he operated
a farm near Hood Ri ver. Survivors include his wife, two
sons, and two daughters.

Miss Mae Ewmgeline Picken (diploma 1902) of Kirkland, Wash., died in September of 1948. She was a teacher
for many years, her last position being at Ellensburg, Wash.
Since her retirement a few years ago, she had built a home
in Kirkland, across the bay from Seattle. She leaves two
adopted daughters, both of whom are now married.

•

*

Mrs. Willis V. Strong ( Enora Sofia Hovda, 1902-03)
of Leland died in late December. She spent several years
teaching before her marriage and also served as an assistant
postmistress at one time. Her husband, son, three grandchildren, and one sister survive.
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Mrs. Earl H. Martin (Lina /\loer)', 1903-05, 1907-08)
of 13c1nent died Dec 27, 1948 in an U rbana hospital, where
she had been a patient more than a month. She attended
Northwestern University as well as ISNU and served as a
teacher for a number of years. She was married in 191 l
and after living in Bement for 18 years, moved with her
fami ly to Gary, Ind. They returned t.o Bement four years
ago. In addition to he r husband, Mrs. Martin leaves a
d:rnghter, a son, three grandchildren, and two brothers.

*

* *

Alfred H . Greening (1907-09) of Springfield died
Dec. 10, I 948 in a Chicago hospital. He had been in poor
health for several years. Mr. Greening held a law degree
from Illinois Wesleyan Universit}, and practiced law in
Springfield, twice serving as state's attorney. At the time
of his death he was a hearing officer for the State Parole
Board. His wife, two sons, a daughter, a twin sister, and J.
brother survive.

Mrs. Louis Wright (L11ry H oge. 1909-10) of \Y/e·
nona d,ed of an acute heart attack on Nov. 4, 1948 at the
home of her daughter in Flanagan. She was a teacher for
a few years but had ,nadc her ho,nc on a farm near Wenona
sinrc her marriage in t912. Her husband died in 1946.
The; , lwo daughters, six grandchildren, Mrs. \Vrighfs
stepmother and half.sister survive.

M rs. F. M. Leever (Nellie Melzger, diploma 1921)
died Dec. 23, 1948 in an Alton hospital. She had been
injured in an automobile accident a month ·before, and
death was believed to have resulted from a cerebral hemorrhage. She taught in the Lostant High School before
her marriage to Dr. F. M. Leever, a dentist in Wood River.
They marked their 25th wedding anniversary the day before
her death. T wo sons of college age, two brothers, and two
sisters survive.

Mrs. Arthur F. Baker (L11ra S111al/111ood, 1920, 192 1,
1923, 1924) of Hammond, Ind., died Dec. 14, 1948, fol
lowing a long illness. She had taught in Monmouth as well
as in Hammond. ln addition to her husband, she leaves six
brothers and two sisters.

Miss R111h CtNll'lrigh1 ( 1926-27 ) of Normal died nee.
5, 1948 in a local hospital, where she had been a patient
for a month. She retired ;n May 1948, after serving for
4 1 years in the Normal postoflice. She leaves seven brothers
and sisters, well kn.own to ISNU alumni since all but one
attended the University. They are Miss Clara C. and Lyle
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Courtright of Normal; Mrs. Roy Crosthwait (Bessie) of
Bloomington; Miss Minetta and Dudley C. Courtright of
Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs. George E. Klee (Adah) of Chicago,
and Russell A. Courtright of Glendale, Cal.

YOU WILL W AN T TO ATTEND
The Chicago Dinner

Miss L11Ella Bernalillo Williams (degree 1930) , University High School English teacher since 1944, was found
dead in the basement .of her home February 2. She had been
under medical treatment for a nervous disorder for some
tirnc but continued her teaching. Miss Williams held a
maste r's degree from the University of Colorado and had
also attended the University of Chicago. She taught in
high schools at Heyworth, Wood River, Pekin, and Bloomington before joining the ISNU faculty. During World
War JI, she worked for some time at the War Department
in Washington, D.C. She was a member of many organizations, among them Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Gamma Mu, Delta

Kappa Gamma. Jn addition to her parents, Miss -Williams
leaves one sister, Mrs. Howard Saar (Grdce lf1/illiams, diploma L927) of Bloomington.

Miss Crare L. T11rker (degree L933) , teacher at the
Illinois Soldiers and Sailors Children's School for 21 years,
died January 28 at a local hospital, where she had been a
patient for two weeks. Miss Tucker resigned as an instructor at the Baby Fold in Normal last year. She had been
there since leaving the Children's School. Before coming to
Norma l she taught for 13 years in the Martinsville Public
Schools. She had done graduate work at the Unive rsities
of Wisconsin and Iowa. A former president of the Jllinois
Kindergarten and Primary Association, Miss Tucker belonged to a number of other organizations. The only survivor in her immediate family is a sister, Mrs. Maude Miller
of Martinsville.

/ohn Alvin Corri11g1011 (1928-33) died Nov. 27, 1948
in Washington, D.C. Since 1942 he had been employed in
research work by the United States Rubber Company and
the Wyandotte Chemical Company. Prior to World War II
he did two years' work on a doctorate at the University of
Colorado. He was enroute to Florida for his health at the
time of his death. H is mother, Mrs. Mildred M cKinney
Corrington of Normal, an JSNU alumna, survives in addition to three sisters and a brother. Those who formerly
attended the University arc Miss Bernice Corrington and
Mrs. Margaret Corrington Johnson, both of Normal, and
Kingsley Corrington of Detroit, Mich.

Miss Alita R111h Dyar ( degree 1939) of Eureka died
Nov. 19, 1948 in a Chicago hospital. She resigned from
her teaching position in Decatur last spring because of her
health and had lived with her parents in Eureka since that
time. She was graduated from Eu reka College before
studying at JSNU. Since her graduation from Normal, she
had taught at Victoria, Champaign, and \'(/auke,1?an as well
as in a rural school and in Decatur. She leaves her parents
and one brother, John, of Decatur.
FEBRUARY, 1949

If you live in or near Chicago, you will want to
attend the Chicago ISNU Club dinner on Saturday,
April 23, at the Central YMCA, 19 S. LaSalle St.
Reception 5 :30-6 p.m.
Dinner at 6 p.m.
PROG RAM
'Through the Years in Song" Led by Dr. Emma R.
Knudson
A Quiz Session Conducted by Bill McKnight, Alumni
Association President, with President R. W.
Fairchild of ISNU, President Robert G. Buzzard of Eastern, and President Leslie A.
Holmes of Northern as Participants
Send your check for .tickets (at $2.75 each) to Miss
Mabel Hansen, 940 North Blvd., Oak Park.

Your Class Reunion
If you were graduated from ISNU in 1939, 1929,
1924, t919, 1909, 1899, or 1889-you will want to
return to the campus in June for YOUR class reunion.
It comes Commencement day, June 13. The reunions
at 10 a.m. will precede the alumni luncheon and Commencement program. You will hear from your class
chairman within the next six weeks. In the meantime,
mark the date and plan to meet your friends at Normal on Commencement day.

Henderson Memorial Grows
The scholarship fund started last summer in memory
of Dr. Stella V. Henderson now amounts to some SI ,400.
Generous contributions have been made by Dr. H enderson's
family and friends as well as the ISNU chapters of Kappa
Delta Epsilon and Kappa Delta Pi. Alumni wishing to
contribute to the fund may send their checks or money
orders to Miss Ferne Roseman, University cashier.
The fund committee hopes that at least some S l,700
will be available this spring, so that a scholarship can be
established for use next year from interest on the fu nd.
As the amount of money available increases, the size of .the
scholarship will g row. P resent plans calls for the award
Jo go Jo a ful I-time graduate student at JSNU.
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1891
Dr. William Crocker (diploma 1891)
has been directing the work o f the Boyce
Thompson Jnstitute for Plant Research
in Yonkers, N .Y., since 1921. An article
telling about the work there appeared in
the October issue of Corooec.. This ex•
plains that "in the 27 years since the Jnstitute was founded, the plant magicians
on the H udson have saved t,he American
former and cons umer billions of d o llars."
The lnstitute is financed by funds provided by Colonel Thompson. He wanted
··w help protect the basic needs of the
200,000,000 people we'll have in Am eric:t
pretty soon." The article concl udes, '"In
their laboratories, air-conditioned to ·dupJicate the worst conditions of the t ropics or
the arctic, the I nstitute resea rchers achieve
results that would have amazed Colone l
Thompson, Jlad he lived to see them. And
long after America has passed 1he 200,
000,000•population mark tha t he foresaw,
his endowment will go on he lp ing 10
feed, clothe, and shelter mankind all over
1hc world. Jn this sense, perhaps, the Jn.
stitute is an ·uplift foundation' afte r a ll."
1'-frs. J eannette Bach Reecher ( 1899-00)
owns a s mall grove in Zephyrhills, Fla.
This was started by Jier husband, Samuel
E. Recd1cr (diploma 1899). now deceased,
a former superintendent of schools who
cook a vacation in Florida during 1913
and became a landowner there. Late r he
gave up teach ing entirely in order to operate l1is grove. Mrs. Reecher ha s managed the business for th e last 15 years.
During 1932-33 she had five acres o f
grapefruit that yielded more than 4,000
boxes, ::ind the same acreage over a period
of years has produced an average o f 3,500
boxes. A sp ecia l ed itio n of The Zephyrhills News recently ran ked Mrs. Reecher
amo ng the best of the small grove owners.
It reported , " H er s teadfastness and fa ith
in the grove on Reeche r Hill has been
rewarded. She accredits her success 10
her constant trust in God and Florida
sunshine :-ind rich clay sub-soi l.

1904
A news pape r item from the O ak .Park,
Ill., Oak Leaves, announces that the
Parent-Teacher Associ:1tio n of the Ho race
Mann School will establi sh a memo dal
fund to Miss Esd1er Fo ster (diploma
1904) w.ho died Dec. 5, 194 7. The gro up
now plans 10 d ed icate a library, books,
:1nd a p:1inting to the memory o f this
JSNU alumna, who was the first p rincipal
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of the school an<l remained there for I 3
years. Miss Foster was formerly president o f the Chicago Ch:1p1cr of the American Counci l for Childhood Education.

Ralph E. Garrett (diploma 1914) is
acting head of the division of social science at Farr:1gut CoJJege :1nd T echnic:11
lns1 i1u1e, F:1rragut, ldaho . Mr. Garrett
has held a number of different positions
since resigning as superintendent :1t Bel•
vide re in 19·11. H e worked in a. number
o f Chicago industries and Jater was ::in
advi sor for the Vc·terans Administr:uion
at \X1 estern W ashington College of Ed u·
catio n . H e ho lds bachelor's and master's
degrees from the University o f Chicago.
In a recent letter to the alumni office Mr.
G.trrett sends greetings to former teachers
:rnd friend s.

T. J . W ilson ( degree 1916) sends in h is
s ubscrip1io1\ to the Quarterly and reports
that he Jlas been 1eachiog in a private
school in Chi cago since his reti remen t
from teaching in the public schools.
.M rs . H elen O g ilvie H enry ( d iploma
1918) w;ts named chairman of the women's division of the Kankakee Co un ty
'Republican Central Committee in Decem•
ber. Her hu sband is :1 circuit judge in
K;tnkakce..Mrs. H enry has been active in
civic and social affairs for many years.
She taught for seven years before her
marriage. H er son J ohn is a sophomore
in t-he Unive rs ity of Jllinois School of
Medici ne, while her son Charles i s attend•
ing h ig h school.
M rs. J ohn P. Schafer (Wilhelmina
Rettig , diploma 1918) repons to the
;tlumni office that she is t:1kins speci:11
training in Washington, D.C., for work
as a dormitory director or house mo ther.

1924
,M rs. G uy Litt le ( l nis Lorene Mathew,
degree 1924 ) received the :-tnnua l award
in D ecember g iven by the Kiwanis Club
in Sulli van . She ·w as selecwd for her outs tand ing work d uring the p ast few years
with the Girl Scouts. Each year this civic
organization selects a ci tizen who has
been outsta nding in civic work for a
citizenship award in recognit ion of tin1e
unselfishly spent for comm unity betterment.
Ransom L. Bradley ( degree 1925 ) has
b een appo inted compli::ince investigator
in the Rockford area rent control o ffi ce,
beginning his ne w du ties the first of December. He served a s a teacher ;tn<I

school administrator for 34 yea rs a nd for
20 ye:us was connected with the Peca.
ton ica PubI ic Schools .
Miss 11,elma Leonard ( l928) is work•
ing pan-time in the jou rna lism department at Br;tdlcy Uni,,ersi l)', whi le enrolled a!- a student there. She was w ith
1he Ann )' in pub lic relat ions work d uring
the war and after the wa r's end, returned
to Peoria, onl y to go back 10 the Pacific
as a civ il service empl0)'Ce in J apa n for
a short time. She returned to Peori;t last
October.

1930
J>rof. T homas F. Barton (dc·grcc 1930)
of 1he Un ivcrsit)' of Indiana is the ne wly
elected president o f the N:1t ion:d Counci l
of G eography T t""achers. He also is first
vice-president of Gamma. Theta Upsi lo n,
nati 0n;tl honorary geog raphy fratc rnit)'.
George H. .Means (degree 1930) recently returned to the Uni ted St.1tes after
spending :1 year jn Indi a wi th Rotary
Internat iona l. H e told of his experiences
at a. meeting of the Bloom ing ton Ro ta.r)'
Club, o f which he h;ts been a member.
Mr. Mc;tnS served in the Navy for four
)'eus during \'v'orld W a r ll and ho lds the
r:1nk of comm:lndc::r in the U. S. Nav:d
Reserve.
Lawrence l rvin (1929·3 1), who was
business manager at JSNU for four and
:1 h:1lf years before W orld W ar JI, now
is an assistant in the office o f Governor
Adlai Stevenson at Springfield. During the
recent war he was a field director for the
American Red Cross, serving 26 months
overseas. He is married ;tnd 1he fath er
of two children, a bo)' and a girl.
LeRoy A. Brcndcll (d iploma 1932 ) is
the author of an articl e entitled " Preventing, locat in.g, and Correcting Errors
in Bookk eeping," which appeared in the
November issue o f TI1e Balance Sheet.
M r. Brendel! te;tches b usiness education in
the Beverly Hig h School, Beverly, J,,Jass.
John Norman Carls (degree 1932 ) is
chief of operat ions u f the Burea u of
Census Geography Division in Wash ing10 0 , D.C.
D. i:. Kaufmann ( dip lo ma 1933) o f Sibley has resigned a s superintendent o f the
consol idated grad e school to take over
management of the app liance store in
Buckley owned by his father, who died
rccentl)•. H e was associated wi th the
Siblty schools for 14 )'Cars.
Mi ss Veda A. Ballein (degree 1935) is
teach ing commcrci;tl s ubjects in the Gra)'TH E ALU MNI QUARTERLY
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vi lle Community Unit Schools this year.
She taught in the Fairfield High School
for 20 years before going to Grnyville.
.Mrs . Carl McCartha (Alice Paulukas,
<.kgrcc 1935) and her husband established
,1 record at the University of Florida this
month when they both received Doctor
of Education degrees there. Mrs. McCartha was the first woman to receive a
doctora1e earned through regular course

work at any university in Florida. She and
her husband have been in residence at the
state university since the foll of 1947. .Mr.
l\.frCartha is on leave of absence from the
Woman's College of the Univcrsit)' of
No rth C:uolina, where he is assistant head
of the department of ed ucation. His doctor:tl dissertation is a study of practices
in rating teachers while his wife's is a
study of te:i.cher supply in Florida.
Richard T . McGrew ( degree 1936) is
serving as assistant coach as well as teaching civics :i.nd psychology in the ZionBe nton Township H igh School. He formerly taught at Peotone and obtained a
master·s degree from the University of
Illinois.

1937
i\·forris F. Carr (deg ree 1937) writes
that he nut only teaches comme rcial subjects in the Crete- Monce Community Unit
School bu t ~1lso serves as business manager of the new unit district.
Frank Lanham (degree 1937) is the coauthor of an :i.rtide appearing in the November issue of Unioed Business Educa•
tion Association Fo rum. It is called
"Grading Plans for Colle,ge Classes in
Typewritin g." Mr. Lanham now is work.
ins on his doctorate at the University of
Michigan and teaching in the training
school there.
.Miss Lorra ine Gehrig (1937-38) teaches
in the fifth grade of the Central School at
Virden . She formerly taught ar Green
Va lley and at o ther schoo ls in Virden in
addi tion to holding a position as timekeeper with the Caterpillar Co. in East
Peoria.
Miss Edith M. Shutes (degree 1938) is
director of religious education and you th
work at the First Christian Church in
Alhambra, Cal. She attended the College of the Bible in Lexington, Ky., last
year, receiving a ~·faster of Religious Education degree.

Miss &,<rice Bord

(deg,ec

1939)

teaches in t he sixth grade of the Roosevelt School at Park 'Ridge. She was transfEDRUARY,
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fcrred last fall from a fifth grade room in
another grade school. She formerly taught
in a number of Illinois towns and at one
1imc in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan
for two years. She finds art an interesting

hobbr.
Carl J ensen (degree 1939) directs the
band at John Greer High Schoo l, Hoopes·
ton, which is maki ng quite a name for
itself. The music group appeared in a
number of community events this fall,
including the Natio nal Sweet Coro Festival at Hoopeston, the Santa Claus Parade
at Danville, and the marching band contest at ISN U held in connec tion with
Homecoming.
Miss Martha A. Pichon (degree l 939)
accepted a new position as home econom•
ics instructor in the Toluca High School
in J anuary. She formerly was a teacher
in the Oakwood Township Hig h School at
Muncie.

1940
Miss Vir~inia Linn (degree 1940) is
studying voice in New Y ork City this
wintc:-r. When writing to friends on c:tmpus last month, she reported she missed
teaching and hoped to get back into the
profession soon.
C. E. Pearson (deJ:rCc 1940) has an article entitled ··Arca Ro u1,<hables for Business Education" appearing in the November issue of Illinois Vocational Pro~rcss. :M r. Pearson is a bu siness education
teacher in D ecatur and president of the
Illinois Business Educ:i.tion Association.
His wife is the . former Hilda Stone

( 1937·39).
Miss Fern 1'-1. Watson (degree 1940)
gave up her teaching position at J\1't. Olive
last spring in order to do graduate work
at the University o f Illinois. She is majoring in history there.
Mrs. Clifford B. Withers (Virgin ia
Babcock, degree 1941) now lives in New
South Wales, Australia. He-r husband is
a pilot for the Trans-Australian Airlines.
She formerly taught in California and
lll inois high schools and did graduate
work at the University of California.
Miss Allene Besse (degree 1941 ) accepted a new position in the Roosevelt
School at Bellwood beginning this month.
She formerly was a teacher in the Washington School, Bloomington.
Mrs. Floyd King (Ros,: Homann, degree 1941) of Bureau writes that her husband, a '46 graduate, teaches in the high

school at Spring Valley and operates three
busses for the school. She is a busy housewife, with a son 18 months' old and a
daugh1cr, 4. She also reports that J\hs.
Edward Marshall, Jr. (Darlene Speagle,
degree 1943) lives in Li sbon, ,Portugal,
having gone there from Madrid, Spain,
where she lived for two years. Her husband is a meteorologist for 1WA.
i\·(iss Ma.ry E. Murray (degree 19-il)
sends in her dues to the Alumni Association and reports that she is an occupational therapist in the Los Angeles County General Hospital. She has completed
a graduate course in occupatio nal therapy
at the University of Southern California
since her discharge from the WAVES in

1946.
Mrs. Everett W, ],.fay (Emma J ean
Recd, diploma 1941) lives in Coalings,
Cal., where she is doing substitute teaching in a kindergarten. H er husband is an
Air Force o fficer on duty w it h the Berlin
Air-Lift. They have two small daughters
of pre-school age.

Joseph W. Hobbs ( 19·11•42) is the dis•
trict governor of 42 Rotary Inte rnational
Clubs in West and Central Illinois. He
has been in ed ucational work for 21 years
and now is in his second term as superintendent of schools in .M ason Count)'.
He holds ,1 bachelur"s degree fro1n Brad.
le:)· University.

William E. Shipler (clcg,ee 1942) , e.
cently received a Doctor of Law degree
from the University of lllinois.
Miss Lucille Stewart (degree 1942) accepted a new teaching position as commerce instructor in the Divernon High
School two months ago. She for merly
taught for three years at Buffalo and obt:tined a master's degree from the George
.Peabody College for Teachers.
Charles T homas (degree 1942) bas been
a civi lian consulting meteorologist with
the Army and stationed jn Omaha since
last fall. His wife and children recently
joined him there. Mrs. Thomas is the
former Ph),Jlis Burnett (degree 1944). Mr.
Thomas was a graduate student at ISNU
before accepting his new position.
Mrs. G ordon Palm (Marcella Wilson,
degree 1942) recently received a master·s
clegree in home economics from the Un iversity of Illi nois and now has a position
as home econom ics instructor in Austin
High School, Austin, Tex. She formerly
taught in Le xington.
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1943
Mi)~ Doris Howell (degree 194 3) is a
busin<:ss educ.:1.tion teacher in the Rochelle
H i1:h School. Her article entitled "A
Communit)' Survey" appeared in the N ovember issue o f JJlinois Vocacional Pro•
j!r"CSS.

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn H. Johnson, both
,graduates of ISNU in 1943, now arc

)j,,.

in~ in Chicago. where Mr. Johnson is
conncc1ed with the A_i;:riculrnral Chernical
Division of Swift and Co. Mrs. Johnson
is the former Rc~ina K. \X/enzcl.

ISi LI. Roland A. Perry (1940-~3) has
been studying industrial administration at
the USAF Institute of T~chnolog)',

W risht-P:utcrson AF Base, Dayton, Ohio.
Mrs. Neil ti/. Kallio (Janette A. Pfanz,

visor for 1hc DeWitt County Home Bu•
rcau. The or.c,=aniz:uion has some 400
members. Mrs, Kc·mmerer rnught home
economics in Edinbu rg Hi!,:h School for
three )'Ca rs following her ,E:ntduation from
ISNU. The past >•ear she has lived in
Clinton, where her husband manages a
gra in elevator.
Miss Edwina Tompkins (19·13-45) is assistant manager of the Policy- Holder's
Service Divis ion of the Franklin Life Insurance Compan)' in Springfield. She has
been employed there since June 1947.
After lea,•ing IS 1 U, Mi ss Tompkins
taught i n a rural school for two )'Cars
before· going to Springfield.
Miss Dorot h)• E. Campbell

(degree

1946) now has a civi l service position,
handling non-expendabl e propcrt)' record .~
for the pos1 engineer at \'<fhite Sands,
N. M ex. This is located near las Cruces.
N. Mc-x. \\:1 hite Sands is a testin.(:. ground
for V-2 rockers in the hc:trt of the d esert.
M iss Campbell lives on the base in :1
bachelor o fficers· barracks which has been
turned over to the women employees. She
reports that another former ISNU student
is located at White Sands. He is Sgt.
l\frKibbcn, who attended Normal as :1
music major before the war. She and the
!argeant exchange Quarterlies.

Ralph Houghton, Jr., (degree 1946)
was selected recently as "man-of-1he-year"
and presented with the distinguished service :1ward by the Junior Chamber of Com-

deJ;:rec 1943) reports that she is the au-

thor of two poems, "Sunset" and "Taken
h)• Surp rise," which arc included in the
state anthology. Poets of the Pra irie State,
published last fall by the Paebar Co. of
New York. H er pen name is Jan Anne
Pfanz-Kallio . Mrs. Kallio resigned as societ)' editor of the Pekin Dail)' Times last
~ummer and now teaches in th e J efferson
School ,u Pekin.
Donald Thomsen ((lcs=,ree 1943). who
completed the course work for his master's degree al ISNU in Janua ry, now is
teaching science and physical education in
the high school at Dwight. He previously
taught at Somonauk. H is wife is the
form<'r Connie M yers Unsicker ( degree
1942). They have three children.
The Ambor News recently carried an
article about Miss Eliubeth Ja~ Bri~am
(de.i,:rce 1944) who is a new teacher in the
high school at Amboy. She formerly
tau~l11 ,tt Sidell. The article tells of Miss
Bris;ham's interc:.ting hobbies, including
t hose of colleccins; post:111 cards1 making
scrap books, and writing letters. She also
enjoys outdoor spons and watching a
good basketba ll game.
Dale Davidson (degree 1944) has a
new position as coordinator in trade and
indust rial C'xtension of the e,•cnin~ school
prn,i.::ram :H :M inneapolis, Minn.
Miss Alice Smiln (degree 1944) teaches
in :111 e lementary school at San Carlos,
Ariz. Sh" is in charge of the non-Eng lishspc;•;1kin1,: beginners. She formerly taught
for two )'Cars in 1hc primary grnd"s of
l.\acone Colkge at Bacone, Okla.

1945
Mrs. Kenneth Kemmerer (Eleanor
Horn, degree 19·15) is 1hc new home ad-
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Marriag es
Jane Estelle Dar~II (diploma 1919) to E. \'(farrcn Ha rrison. At home Princeton.
Ruth Robinson (1912. 1913. 1918. 1919) to Pau l Erb . At home Jerseyville.
Catherine j\fcOonou~h (1920.21) to M. A. Curran. At home Jerseyville.
Rolland H. Espr (192"'·28) to Violet Adams. Al home Normal.
Mildred Li erman (dC'grce 1928) 10 Melvin Hanson. At home Bloominf:IOn.
Huch Hess (diploma 1929) to Da rrell G. Davis. At home ,Peoria.
James '\Xf. Ta1man (1930-3 1) to Eleanor \'<frC'sin sk i. At home Bloomin_1:ton.
l aVcrne E. Kin,:: (1931-32) to Mary M. Lcsa~c. At homc Ashkum.
Hazel Rinµland Burriss (1936-37) to Charles A. Volste<l, J r. At home ,P<.·ori,1.
Catherine J o"Ann Schneeberger ( 1936, 1937) to George Arthur Anderson. At
home Bloomin_1:ton.
\Varrcn C. Sperry (degree 1940) to Kathryn Bishop. At home Bushnell.
George B rineµar (degee 1940) 10 Joan Barber. At home Storrs, Conn.
Mary Humphries (1 939-40) to Gordon Bo<llcy. At home Oloomington.
Virginia Uabcock (degree 19-11) to Clifford B. Withers. At home Nc-w South
\\:1ales, Australia.
Eleanor Crone (diploma 19-U) to J ames Winter. At home Sibley.
Ral ph Ronald Manin (1 937.4 1) 10 Margaret J ean Cary. At home Villa Grove.
Carroll V. '\XlintiCrsleCn (1938-41) 10 Phyllis Ann Cowell. At home Peoria.
Do ri s \X!clls ( degree 1942) to Jack Finne~an. Jr. At home New York, N.Y.
'\Varnc S. Hering (1941-•13) to Cherie Joan Swanstrom. At home Walla Wnlla,
Wash.
Cecile C. Nelson (1924, 1927, 1928, 1939, 1940, 1943) to Kenneth S. Grimm.
At home Wcnon:1.
Mary Ca1herine Elr (degree 1944 ) 10 Reece Hall. At home Sprin,c:field.
Jaunita Hocker (1942-44) to John G. Strommer, Jr. At home New Y ork, N.Y.
Horace Marvel (1943-44) to J onqu il JoAnne Plate. At home Peoria.
Elinor May Smith (1942-44) to John Hayden Davis. At home Sprin,c:ficld.
Bar bara Goclzer (19ifi1-45 ) to Kenneth E. Burroughs. At home Dloomington.
Iris Kinney (1 944-45) to Orrin J. Kirkhus. At home Leland.
Verla M. '\Vissmiller (1944-45) to Robert E. '\'<'i lliams. At home Bellflower.
Esther L:11rson (degree 1946) to Albert Haro ld McGinnis. At home M en(lo1a.
Jean Lupien (19-15-46) to Paul Davidson. Al home Kankakee.
Mar)' Cath erine Morse (1 945-46) to Robert R. Bruce. At home Lena.
Velma Pottcn~er (de~rce 1946) to James Meier. At home Kankakee.
Rosella Schupbach (1943-44, 1945-46) to Andrew Bauer. At home Hoopeston.
Norma J ~nne Thommen (1945-46) to J. Thomas Griswold. At home St. Paul,
1\-linn.
Dorot hy G race Vincent (19-15.,f(i) 10 H:uold lee Coffman. At home tPolo.
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mcrcc in R:lcinc, Wis. ri.fr. Houghton is
director of music in 1hc Franklin Junior
High School :H Racine and a lso directs
courses for some five different organ izations in and near 'Racine. His services as
dirNtor of choi rs for outsid e groups, as
master of ceremonies at b;rn d concerts, as
song leader, and :lS dirtctor of benefit
shows were among those mcntioocd by the
Jaycees when making the awa rd. Mr.
Houghton reports that the aw:ird came
as the "surp rise o f a life-1imc," for he

had gone to the Chamber of Commerce
mctting to direct his choir, not to receive
:rn awa rd.
ivf iss Kathleen J arreu (M.S. 1946) has
been named to the advisory committee of
th'-· College of Education of the Universit)'
of Illinois. She is co-ordinator of the
spcci:1 1 cduc:1tion progr:1m in the Bloomington Public Schools.
Kenneth Miller (dc,grcc 1946) recently
received a J\fas1<·r o f Arts degree from the
St:1tc· University of Iowa. He m:1jored in
Latin and Greek, writing ~1 thesis on visual aids in the te:'lching of the classics.
Mr. Mi llc·r expects tv enter the Army
:"-000.

1947
Glenn Bradshaw (deg ree 1947) writes
that he recently was awarded the $200
purchase prize in a national art show for
one of his paintings. lt was a waterco lor
bought by a watercolor organization in
Alabama for a co llection o f contemporary
paintings, which no,v is o n· exhibit at the
University of Alabama. Mr. Bradshaw
teaches in Urbana but spends much of his
··extra-curricular" time painting. He has
a picture on exhibit in Decatur and re•
ccntly had one on displa}' in New York
City. His wife is the former Inez Payne

( 1942-44, 1946).
Paul D. Chamness (degree 1947) was
listed as the " persona lity of 1he week" in
the Sandwich Free Press Nov. 10, 1948.
He teaches science, is married, and
has two little daughters. D uring the war
he was a gun ner in the Army and spent
some time in Et1rope. He ljkes sports
:rnd coaches the second basketball team in
the Sandwich T ownship Hig h School.

J ohn H. o·connor (degree 1947) has a
new position in the Champaign Senior
High School, where he teaches American
hi stor)'. i\fr. o·connor has been doing
graduate work at ISNU and expects to
obtai n a master's degree next summer. He

FEBRUARY, 1949

formerly ta.ught for two years in Brunswick, Md.
Mrs . Hart)' S1>rague ( Merrill Ramsa)',

1916-17, 1945, 1946, 1947) is a teacher
in the first grade o f the North School at
Virde n. Her daughter is a junior at the
University of Il linois. She and Mrs.
Sprague spent a month visiting in Ca li fornia last summer.

1948
Richard J. Dorsey (degree 1948) is the
physical educ:ttion instructor and assistant
coach at Paris Hig h School. He also con ducts a class dai ly for some 70 bo)•S of
junior high schoo l age. This means he is
responsible for the ph)'Sical educat ion
pro.a;:ram of 1nore than 200 boys.

Arth u r G . Friese (degree 1948) writes
that he likes his job teaching in the junio r high schoo l at Waukesha, Wi s., very
much. H e teaches five classes a day .in
wh ich some 122 boys arc enrolled. The
junior and sen ior high schools of Waukesha are located on the same grounds and
have a tot.ii enro llment o f 2,1 10 pupils
and :t faculty of 200. Mr. Friese plans
to do graduate work at Stou t Institute
the coming summer.
Mrs. Buford Bass ( Helen E. Matone,
degree 1948) is teaching English at the
Nor ma l Community High School this
)'ear. From January IO June of last year
she w:ts employed as a n English teacher
at Towand:t.

Mar r i a ges
Mildred Wagner (1944-46) to Donald E. Moore (1946-4$}. At home.- Mi lwaukee, Wis.
A lice Wid1man (degree 1946) 10 Harold H itchings. At home Sheldon.
Welma M,l rtha \ '<lolf (1 94-1-46) ro Warren P. Faber. At home Sublette.
Mary Sue Den ni s ( 1946-47) to Robert Kerr. At home Bloomington.
Mar)' L ou Dowland (1944, 1945, 1946, 1947) to ,l:a rl Bristow. At hvmc· Virden.
H a rlan E. Feicht (194 1-43, 1945-47) to Jacqueline Dorsey. At home Chirngo.
Margaret H inshaw (degree 1947) ro Donald N . Graff. At home Mi nier.
Leota H opper& (1945-47) to 1lussell W onnacott. At home W ood River.
Kenneth L Nield ( 1946-47) to Belly Black. At home Dan ville.
Mat)' Catherine Sohermann (degree 1947) to Henry Anton Volk. At h ome
Pekin.
Elino re J ean U Jlrich (degree 1947) to Charles E. Hansen, J r. At home Lubbock,
T ex.
Virginia Bates (degree 1948) to Raymond Hepner. At home Kewanee.

Bet<)' Pea rl Droste (degree 1948) to Donald W. Wood (1944-49) . At home
Bloomington.
Jane J enne (degree 1948) to Homer M)'ers, Jr. ( 1946-49) . At home Bloomington.
konard Kiscllus ( degree 1948) to Alma J ensen. At home Tremont.
Phyllis Parsons (194 7-48) to Thomas D. Browne. At ,home San D iego, Ca l.
Viola Licocci (1946-48) to D onald lv[cars. At home Kenney.
Calvin Rippel (1946-48) to Vera Scott. At home Normal.
Marr Lou Rust (1946-48) to H cnr)' Richard Schaefer. At home Clarendon Hills.
Martha Schroeder ( 1946-48) to W' illiam Keefe (degree 1948). At home Detroi t,
Mich.
Margaret Shell (1941-43, 1947-48) to Ho mer H crink (1946-49). At home Chatsworth.
Mildred Stucb~r (degree 1948) to Ne lson Hediger. At home H ighland.
Rose Lee Surratt (1945-48) to Walter D. Smith. At home Granite City.
Y vonne Wilson (degree 1948) to Joseph Thoennes. At home Chenoa.
Jean .E. Acker (1948-49) to M. P. W e lker. At home Chicago.
June Carpentr-r (194 7-49) to 1l1omas C. ~foody ( 1947-49) . At home Normal.
W ilford Winsto n loreman ( 1948-49) to Imogene Fra.hm. At home Stanford.
W Hma Jean Gand)' (1946-49) to Bill)' Gene Douglas (1946-49). At home
Blooming ton.
James Kemp ( 1946-49) to Bernice J enk ins. At home Bloo mington.
Bcvcrl)' J oan Montgonv.:r)' ( 1946-49) to Frederick William T ibbetts. At home
Bloo mington.
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Chades Allan McCoy (degree 1948)
now is doing graduate work in political
science at Colgate Un iversity. He is emplO)'Cd there as a preceptor.

Charles I". Williams (degree 1948) is
working on a mas1er's degree at Oregon
State College at Corvallis, Ore.
Bill

Augustus,

who

completed

his

course work for a bachelor's degree in
January, now is attending the University

of Colorado.
George Condie, who completed his
work for a bachelor's degree this month,
n o w is doing graduate work at the University of Jllinois.

CarroJI Lindser (1 946-49) has transferred to M ichigan State at East Lansing,

New Arrivals to Alumni Parents
1WINS, Cynthia Louise
and James Dale, born

TWINS,

Janet

Kaye

and Janice Faye, born
NO\'. 27, 1948

Mrs. Robert G. Hammo nd (Dawn ]~ranees Burton,
degree 1942) ·a nd Robert G . Hammond (deg ree

194 1), Harvey.

Boy born J:1n. 8, 19/49

Raphael A. Frechill (deg ree 1930), Bloomington.

BO)' born D ec. 17, 19-18

Mrs. M orris Carr ( Luci lle Hicks, 1932· 35) and
Morris Carr (degree 1937), Crete.

G i rl born Feb. 8, 1949

Mrs. Charles Newton (Frances Pi ttman, 1936-38,
1939-40) and Charles Newcon (degree 1937),
Normal.

Girl born Jan. 20, 1949

Mrs. Walter Bright (Virginia Elizabeth Carriker,

degree 1939) and Waller Bright (degree 1937) ,

A number o f ISNU students who complet<.--d their course work for the bachelor's degree in J anuary now have new
posi tions. These are listed with the names
of the towns in which they arc located:

Da le Cline (degree 1938}i M il ledgeville.

Dec. 20, 1948

Mich., where he has a position as supervisor of student teachers in the Red Cedar
School, while completing his course work
for a bachelor·s degree.

Mrs. Dale c1;ne (Louise Okey, degree 1936) and

Bloomington.
Boy born Dec. 2 1, 1948

Mrs. Stanley K. Nord (Sudie Whiuinghill, 1939-40),
Fe. Leavenworth, Kans.

Audrey Jeanne Brust, Normal Central
School, Norm:d

Boy born Dec. 3, 19-18

James .E. Williarns (degree 19/40 ) , Normal.

L. Edward Cook, Franklin Junior High
School, Ra cine, Wis.

G irl bo rn Nov. Ii:!, 19/48

Mrs. Leland Rcmbll (Ruby Bateman, degree 1942 ).
Almond, W is.

Buy born Dec. 5, 1948

Mrs. Amasa 1'.·forks, Jr. ( I~unice Irwin, degree 1942),

Boy born Oct. 16, 1948

,Mrs. Sam Pugh Bennett (Jeanne Maloney, degree
1942), Baton R0 ltge, La.

Beuy L. Cross, Carlinvi lle Community
U nit High School, Carlinvill e
Lloyd Ricliard Denier, £arJvillc Community High School, Earlville

Lod;, N. ].

Lola M. Elliott, Dubois Gracie School,
Springfield
Mabel Esch, Ginter Park Grade School,
Richmond, Va.

Rockford.
Bo)' born Nov. 11, 1948

Mrs. D ona ld

Mcinhold

(M ild red Harms 1 degree

1943) and Donald Meinhold (degree 1946), Bell-

Lorrain e E llen Gee, Reddick Community High School, Reddick

flower.

Robert Leland Lindsey, Dun lap High
School, Dunlap

Gid born Feb. 13, 1949

M rs.

Helen Jean MacCallum,
Grade School, Joliet

Long fellow

Bo)' born O ct. 31, 1948

,Mrs. Allen Pratt (Sa rah J ane Hood, degree 1945),
Neponset.

C h arles Delmar McKeehan, Taylorville
High School, Taylorville

Buy born Dec. 20, 1948

Mrs . Gerald J:tckson (Sarah J ane Hileman, degree

Eunice Marie Mize, Brush College No.
Mary Louise Parsons, Mendota High
School, M endota
Patti Steele, Y.W.C.A., Kewanee

Boy born Jan. 9, 1949

Mrs. Robert Thayer ( Lorene Maxwell, dcgrc-e 1947)
and Robert Tha)'er (1945-49), Bloomington.

Bo y born Jan. 4, 1949

Mrs. Richard Osnc r (Audrey Haerlin, 1939-43, 1946•

48) and Ri chard Osner ( 1942-43, 1946-49),

Jeanne Stephenson, Ro:1nokc
Township High Sd10ol, Roano ke
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19.-14),

ington.

BeU)'

Jack E. Uhrig, Blue Island Community
High School, Blue Island

(Eva Cox, degree

1916) and Gerald Jackson (degree 1948), Bloom-

J ohn Miles, Chillicothe Hig h School,
Chillicothe
l, Decatur

J oseph · Corder

Normal.
Girl born D ec. 2, 1948

Mrs. Louid 8:1ker (Harol<line Wilt, 1946-48) nnd
l.ouid Baker ( 1945-/49), Normal.
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Directory of ISNU Club Officers
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
President. Miss Clara May Shi.1ker, 410 N . Garfield,
Champaign; Vice-President, James Schussels, Court
I, Bldg. 32, Apt. C, Stadium Terrace, Champaign;
Secretary. M rs. Zoe C. Long, 1109 W . Clark, Urbana:
T reasurer, Ralph Andrew Shick, 404 N. Goodwin,
Urbana.
CHICAGO CLUB
President, Miss Josephine Mathews, 711 N. 6th Ave.,
Maywood; Vice-President, Robert Campbell, 15 W.
Davis, Arlington Heights; Secretary Treasurer. M iss
Mabel Hansen, 940 North Blvd.• O ak Park: Assistant
Secretary-Treasurer, :Mi ss Hallie K oh ltr, 212 S. Oak
Park Ave., Oak Park. Ext-cutjve Board members:
Lynn Watson, Mrs. Nina Saar, George Propeck,
Marj orie Voigt, 1',·( ildred Garst, J L. Sullivan, 1'-ferle

Kauffman.
CH RISTIAN COUNTY
Vice..President, Miss Charlene Paul, 101 Shc.:rrnan, Pana.
DE WITT CO UNTY
President, Edmund Fetzer, 634 W . Jc-fierson, Clinton;
Vice-President, Miss Kate Ives, 423 N . Maple, Clinton; Secretary, Mrs. A. W. Dickey. 61 3 N. Center,
Clinton; Treasurer, Miss Louise Scribnt-r, 1010 W .
Main, Clinton.
!'ORD COUN'JY
Presidffit, Ra\ph D. Harrell, Paxton; Vice-President,
Miss Ruth McConneJ, Gibson Ci:y; Secretary.
T reasurer, Clarence Cohernour, Cabery.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, W endell Keefe. W oodland; Vicc-Prtsident,
Shirley W olfe, Chebanse; Secre1ary-Treasurer, Miss
Edith Ireland, Onarga.
KAN E-KENDA LL COUNTI ES
Presidfflt, Miss Jean Henleyd 286 Vincent Place, Elgin;
Vice-J>resident. Miss H il a Johnson, 625 N. First,
Geneva; Secretary, Miss Mary Selk, Woodstockj
T reasurer, Joe Mi ni1 708 New York, Aurora; Kendall
County Representative, Miss Carolyn Harris, Yorkville.
KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, :t,.f rs. l.aVcrnc \X1 agoner, Ht:r~cher; Vice•
President, Mrs. Margaret Nichols, 686 S. Harrison,
Kankakee; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Edna Burkett,
Aroma Park.

MACOUPIN COUNTY
MALllSON CO UNTY
President, Miss :Margaret Tibbets, 18 12 Jersey, Alton;
Vice-Presiden1, Forrest Mock, 108 W . F ifth, Roxana;
Secrcr:uy, Richard Paynic, 1108 Edwardsville Road,
W ood 'River: Treasurer, Miss Margaret Proctor, Community High School, W orden.
MCLEA N COUNTY
President, Jack Stolrz, Normal; First Vicc-,Presi<lent,
Elwood Wheeler, Bloomington; Second Vice-President, James DePc·w, Bloomington; Secretar)', Miss
Bernadine Ayers, Bloomington; Treasurer, Mrs, Carl
Loeseke. Bloomington. 'Representatives: lexington1',,·frs. Claude Kinsella; Arrowsmith- John L. McNeil;
Bellflower- Mrs. Donald Meinhold; Colfax- Harold
Deweese.
PEORIA COUNTY
Presiden1, Mrs. J. W. Meyer, 2 12 Cooper, Peoria; Vice•
President, Miss Eleanor B. Watson, 331 California,
Peoria: Secretaq•, Mrs. Joseph Moore, 830 Wisconsin, ,Peoria; Treasurer, Miss £\ma Brooks, 401 Gilbert, Peoria.
PIA1T COUNT Y
Vice-President, Mrs. Anna Warren, Whi te Heath.
ST. CLAIR COUNTY
Vice-Pr<·sident, Merlin Erdmann, 4909 W. Main, Bellevilk; Secretary-Treasurer, 1',fiss J ane Haasleben, 112
S. Pennsylvania, Belleville.
SANGAM ON COUNTY
President, Russell D ieterich, 1518 N. Th ird, Springfield;
Se:rrt:::iary • Treasurer, Mrs. Maggie Gregor)', Mt.
Auburn.
SOUTH EASTERN
TAZEWELL COUNTY
President, Ward G. Grundy, Morton, Secretary, M rs
Frank Robinson, Morton; Treasurer, Miss Mildred
L. Jabsen, 703 Washington, Pekin.

KN OX-WARREN COUNTIES
Committee: LeRoy J. Donaldson, 142 N . Arthur Ave.,
Galesburg, Chairman; Mrs. Rtuben Olson, 657 N.
Kellogg, G alesburg; '.Miss Barbara Engberg, Knoxville.

VER/IHUO N COUNTY
President, Miss Helen Baer, 9ii2 Hazel, Danville; Vice.
President, Mrs. Alice Trenary, l0l4 W. Fai rchild,
Danville; Secretary-Treasurer, :Mrs. C. L. White, 704
Florida Ave., Danville.

LASALLE COUNTY
President, Miss Lorenc Brandner. 334 Clark, Marseilles;
Vict-~President, Mrs. Robert Funk, R. R. 5, Ottawa;
Secretary, Miss Eleanor L. I.arson. 532 ?i.farq•, Ot•
tawa; Treasurer, ?i.·fiss Zita Dempsey, 215 S. Park,
Strcator.

W ILL COUNTY
Presid<nt. brl Snyder, O:1k Ave., Lockport; Vicc.J>reside:nt, Miss Gladys Floyd, 520 N. Hebbard, Joli-et:
Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Da"is 'R. Gougar, R. R. 2,
Joliet.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY
Vice-President, Mrs. Richard Ringler, S1rawn.
LOGAN COUNTY
President, J.ara Hardin, 435 N. Union, linn,ln.
MACON COUNT Y
President, _Miss Nepha Eyman, Argenta; Vice..Presidcnt,
Mrs. Ehzabeth Sawyer, R. R. 2, Box 238, Decaturj
Tr<:asur<."r, Clella Jones, 1629 I:. Prairie, Decatur.

CLEVELAND, O HIO
.President, Henry Frank Schneider, 3 120 Devonshire
Road, Clevebnd, 0.; Secretary-Treasurer, ·Ralph
Akers, 2206 Woodward Ave., Lalcewood, 0.
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
President, Arnold D. Collier, Collier School, St. Petersburg; Vice-President, H. E. W aits, 1027 Fifth St.,
N ., St. Petersburg; Secretary, Miss Bessie Spencer,
))6) 21st Ave., S., St. Petersburg.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
PresiJ<:nt- Wi lliam W . .McKnight, Jr., Normal

Vice-P:esident- Rich ard V. Lindsey. GaJ.~sburg

St"Crt:t:lry-Trt:"asurer- Mrs. C. H. Adolph. Normal

